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·Retreat
Once again subbies had a great time
at this year's Subbie Retreat. They
got to participate in many exciting
competitions such as ice cream
making and the three legged race.
There was also a gigantic water
fight. However with all this fun
there was also tragedy. Ben Sands
broke his arm after jumping out of
a tree and had to be taken to the
hospital. Apart from this event the
Retreat was a succcess and the
subbies had fun and got to know
each other.

(l-r, t-b) Andy soars through the
air and grazes his knee on the
hurdle as bystanders watch in
amazement; Herr W. takes a
moment away from the action to
get in touch with nature; Ben
remains calm ev.en with a mangled
arm (inside he is screaming);
Subbies collapse from sheer
exhaustion from all the fun;
Subbie boys reflect on their first
few weeks at Uni; Ellie and the
gang tug their hearts out; Kyle
Braganhi gasps for air as he is
mobbed by a crowd of groupies.
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(l-r, t-b ): Tara, Jenny and Ayesha get down at the
Halloween dance; Stevie shows off her date, the masked
wonder; Leslie, Roxanne and Rivkah do the hula; Lauri
and Alexandra search for that special someone to dance
with at the formal; Maddie says, "Oh yes! I'll dance
with you, Hannah!"
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Tliis year's fall production was The
Mousetrap by Agatha Christie.
Due to a large number of upperclassmen actors, five out the eight
main characters were played by seniors while the remaining three
characters were played by juniors.
The leading role of Detective
Sargeant Trotter was played by
Kelly Digges. The show was very
popular and it lured the students
into packing the North Attic three
nights in a row.

(l-r, t-b): Melinda ignores all of Ayesha's incessant complaints about what Alex did;
Doug Main exclaims, "I can tie my shoes all by myself!"; Beth Slattery makes sure
her hair is peifect; Nick Sansone scares Doug Main and Beth Slattery with his taunting
gaze; Toby Levin, Ligia DeRose, and Ayesha Choudhury stare at Melinda Taub's
pants; Carl Broadbent tells on Dan Atherton for messing with the lights while Dan
Atherton daydreams about the day he'll direct a play; Kelly Digges ominously says,
"Alex, I am your father," but Alex Mitchell doesn't seem too upset.
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The North Attic Playhouse was
packed full for the two nights that
Student Productions ran. Student
Productions, short plays produced,
acted, and directed by students, was
made up of three plays this year.
The show, "The Godson" by Dan
Atherton, opened with a moderately long play about a kid forming his own mafia so that the bullies would stop beating up on them.
Next in line was, "Just Because the
Man's Supposed to Drive," by
Emilia Garvey, which used a car
ride as an analogy for gender relationships. Following a brief intermission was, "Hear You Now
What Follows," by Nick Sansone,
a parody of Oscar Wilde's, "Our
Town," but with vampires, a leper
colony, a lot of dying people,
aliens, and pies. Anna Abrams
said, "It was a lot of fun to watch
and it looked like the actors were
having the time of their lives."

(l-r, t-b ): The townspeople fall down after a rousing round of "Ring Around
the Rosie"; Kristi is taken aback when Rose assures her the bandages aren't
anything; Erin does her worldfamous imitation ofa caveman; Kelly, oblivious
to the lack ofattention rambles on and on and on... ; Molly, what did you do to
them this time?; Crystal and Emily laugh at Molly's misfortune.
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Spirit
Week 2001
With the number of twins and pajama clad students and faculty
roaming the halls of U ni during the
week of January 16th - 19th, I think
we can safely say that spirit is
present in great quantity at Uni. The
Spirit Assembly went well except
for a few of the class cheers and
class colors not being perfected, but
hey, that just leaves room for improvement. The subbies took this
week very seriously. According to
Atul Kale this week was, "quite fun
and a good addition to the school
year." Even the faculty got into the (l-r, t-b) Alexandra Ivanova, Ayesha Saied, Lauren Chin, A lisa Modica, Zoe Ginsburg,
fray by dressing up like the students Molly Smith, Eli Goldwasser, Sarah LeRoy, Emily Sha, Dawn Spelke, Casey Roth, Lauren
and showing their spirit through the Wingo, Hannah Kinney, Mickey Hyun.
faculty cheer. All in all, Spirit
Week came across as a welcomed
"fun week" and thankfully remains
a Uni tradition.

(l-r, t-b) John Murdoch stole the show
with his teacher-student switch day entry;
Runelle looks like the tinkerbell of the
library in her sleeping wear; the
sophomore girls sport their sleeping attire
proudly for the onlooking Colin Kennedy
(good thing he's there); Charles Melby
Thompson, drink up; The freshmen mob
lforced to show us their pjs.
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AGORA DAYS

2001
For the first time in Uni history,
Agora Days did not go off without a
hitch. More than 20 students didn't
sign up for the full required 6 hours
of classes, causing a bit of a rowdy
week for the administration and the
student body.
Despite this interruption, Agora Days
was fun and exciting as usual. Due
thanks goes to the hard work of Agora
Days committee, and the participation of all the teachers and students
who taught classes and students who
did attend classes. All this made it a
great week and showed the incoming subbies just what U ni' s unique atmosphere is all about.

(l-r, t-b) Peter Pan class gazes wistfully;
jewlery class makes jewlery, what'd you
expect; the lounge, mistaken for a class
by many Uni students; video gaming
students locked in mortal combat; Molly
Goldwasser and Michael Green taught
their class everything to know about
Jewish history; Noah's not playing, so
why chill with a room full of women, I
think we know; Stolarsky learns to fly, no
not in basketball, in model airplane class;
Mr. Murphy and Chris Otto, with the
backdrop of the brand new grand piano
played together in Ensemble class;
Priya, Lauren and Alisa are masterful
bakers; Balint enjoyed making Hemp
necklaces, he knows what the ladies like.
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Over Agora Days, students in Latin
III and IV traveled to Rome, Italy.
The group enjoyed a fun bonding
flight. While in Italy they traveled
to numerous museums and old historical sites, including the Coliseum, the Forum and the Vatican
Museum. They also took exciting
day trips to Naples, Herculaneum
and Ostia, where they met up with
Uni graduate Tom Bailey. An interesting tradition developed when
the Monahans (Joe, J o Ellen, and
Bob), along Nick Berube and Varun
Chalivendra, visited a pastry shop
in every city they traveled to. The
party also spent their off time playing lots of hearts and listening to
Dr. Newman's interesting stories.

(l-r, t-b) Emily and Karen on a rock; Bob and Nick dream about pastries; lie sits on
one toilet and washes her feet in another; lie, Crystal and Helen enjoy a nice structure
in the Vatican; Nicole, Roxanne, Joanna, Sangita, Crystal and Helen like Roman ice
cream; Justin loses his wrestling match with the giant finger.
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This Agora Days group of 17 Uni
students and 5 faculty members
traveled to Clarksdale, Mississippi,
to help more unfortunate people
build their own houses. The group
was met by Jack Adams (Mr.
Sutton's bud from college, a construction superviser) and his son,
Dan, from Frazier, Colorado. Jacey
Esler, a former Uni student who
moved to Massachusetts, also
joined.
The sun didn't shine all week, but
there was still plenty of work. Everyone was busy either painting, tiling, and building trusses and doorways. A local grade school accepted
volunteers, so everyday Mr. Butler
accompanied a group of students to
help out and supervise in the classrooms. Other volunteers went to a
local homeless shelter.
(l-r, t-b) One of the Habitat houses
worked on by the Uni group; Melissa
smiles warmly at a restaurant; Group
picture in front of the Volunteer Center;
Gabe, Dan, Tara, Ben and Kate along
with two other helpers at the school;
Galen and Doug squabble for
possession of the last couch seat; Kate
"cheeses" with her new friends while
·
volunteering.

(l-r, t-b) Devin, Tom, and
their idol the "Pop man";
Derek greets Ms. Suzuki with
a warm nuzzle; John enjoys a
nutritious lunch; Carl gets a
much needed hair coloring
from Tara; Nicole is blinded
by David's shiny shoes.
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(l-r, t-b) The sophomore pizza gang
doesn ' t like intruders in their
territory; Patrick says, "_ _ __
Katherine falls victim to Uni
homework; Becca fixes her hair
before a CS shoot; Beitel enjoys the
constant stench of the Mac Lab;
nobody messes with Paul 's napkin;
Nick feeds Nick; Anthony gets ready
to take care ofthe subbies on the third
floor.
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responsible for bringing you this
year's book. With the help of
editors Fanzi Mao, Noah Zych
and Chas Conway, the students
learned how to take pictures, edit
them in Adobe Photoshop, and
make the pages you see here in
Pagemaker. The students gained
valuable desktop publishing experience, and were aided by the
addition of more iMacs to the
computer lab. Other projects the
class completed included the 5k
shirt design and race forms, the
Athletic Slide Show and 2001
Graduation slides.

(l-r, t-b) Derek tells us what to do by
posing for this ad; Chas is so
interested in Beesley's lecture on
taking pictures; Noah eats in the
lounge while he SHOULD be working
on his assignments; Matt works hard
to finish his pages by the deadline but
still smiles for the camera.
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(l-r, t-b) Jon Weissman, Tom Cussins, Derek Iversen, Joel Beesley, Noah
Zych, Matt Sutton, Kate Murphy, Anna Abrams, Katie Smith, Chas Conway,
Rachel Smith, Devin Kinney, Crystal Chiang, Fanzi Mao.

This year's Journalism class, with
the guidance of co-editors-inchief Ben Sapp, Martin Ceperly,
Ben Leff, Tony Kahn, and Joe
Ciolli, worked hard writing articles for the school newspaper,
the Gargoyle. The class learned
a lot from advisor Dave Porreca
about writing articles and laying
out the paper. They spent time
making sure the paper came out
every month and also worked toward winning the fourth straight
Pacemaker Award for the Gargoyle.
(l-r, t-b) John Flynn, Eithan Ritz, Anu Paruchuri, Nico la B unick, Roxanne Chow,
Natalie Gael, Alison Beck, Galen Reeves, Tal Kitron, Doug Main, Ben Sapp, Jan
Orland, David Love, Martin Ceperley, Dan Shapiro, Kathryn Faith, Noah Jsse rman,
Joe Ciolli, Ben Leff, Tony Khan, Varun Cha livendra, Auro ra Erickson, Dan Atherton.

(l-r, t-b) Dan Shapiro and Ben Left
share a seat, a drink and a picture;
Ben Sapp digs for Gargoyle gold
(picture s for the paper) in the
drawer; Dave Porreca speaks to the
class about the fine art of
journalism; Martin Ceperley works
on his pages in the little time he gets
as a senior.
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Spanish Club
· Spanish Club, sponsored by Mrs. Leech, met on Wednesdays. This year they worked to organize a trip to Ecuador.
They also hosted a student from Spain, put together tasty
Spanish food dinners, and sponsored the Salsa Dance.

( l-r, t-b) Amelia Padua, Ian Orland, Abby Beck, Matt Schiel, Natalie
Gael, Traci Ito, Maria Zych, Ilina Kuriashkina, Meera Sekar, Sanaz
Mobasseri, Nicole Betenia.

German Club

Latin Club

Latin club, sponsored by Mrs. Newman, met on Fridays, anc
raised money for a trip to Rome. They also held successfu
spaghetti sales, and the annual chariot races.
(l-r, t-b) Bob Monahan, Janaki Patel, Emily Bruce, lie Wang, Crysta
Chiang, John Zech, Bradley Goeme, Anita Chary, Anu Paruchuri, Varu1
Chalivendra, Sangita Sudharshan, Ayesha Choudhury, Michelle Feltes
Ariel Cascio, Daniel Atherton, Mrs. Newman, Roxanne Chow, NoahZych
Emily Sha, Evan Cording, Mark Yates- White, Eric LeSueur, Henry Pol
lock, Sara LeRoy, Andy Renner, Frances Sun.

Japan Club

German Club met on Tuesdays this year. They grilled brats
and went on field trips to German restaurants and other cultural events. They also enjoyed watching movies, such as
The Neverending Story, in German.

Meeting on Fridays, Japan club cooked Japanese fooc
watched movies and played games. They also held a tea ce1
emony, meditated, planned a trip to Chicago, and created
club t-shirt.

(l-r, t-b) Jack Liebersohn, John Murdoch, Michelle Byrne, Connie
Wauthier, Ilina Kuriashkina, Carol Baym, Traci Ito, Nicole Betenia,
Peter Fahrner, Devin Kinney, Matt Schiel.

(l-r, t-b) Eric Portis, Daniel Weissman, Rio Nishimura, Tianyu Qi, Justin Le,
William Berry, Naresh Jegadeesh, John Croisant, Yang-Bee Lim, Michel1
Johnson, Greg Colombo, Andrew Zukoski, Eric Barr, Alisa Modica, Ma1
He, Val Ross, Hiroko Ito (sponsor), Mayu Hara, Shang Jiang, Fanzi Ma
(pres), Betsy Dorner, Sara Biel, Judy Liu(vp). Not Pictured: Susan Sefram
(sec/tres), Charles Melby-Thompson.
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French Club
French Club met on Thursdays to discuss French culture.
They also sold sandwiches regularly to raise money for their
future trip to France.

(1-r, t-b) Kinzie Cornell, Tiffany Cox, Dawn Spelke, Stephen Bruce,
Sara Smith, Mr. Garvey (sponsor), Gillian Bregman, Amelia Padua,
Natalie Gael, Jenny Bartlett, Tara Alan (p res), Alexandra Zodhiates,
Galen Reeves, Zhubin Gahvari, David Stichter, Tal Kitron, Lucy Rose,
Sariya Rashid, Meera Sekar, Laila Saied, Doug Main.

Russian

Club

UMEC
Sponsored by Ms. Suslick, Uni Multi Ethnic Club, worked to
integrate different cultures into Uni. They met on Fridays, held
fundraisers to help other ethnic organizations, and watched
movies from other countries.

(l-r, t-b) Chaela Tarr (co-pres), Will Griscom, Matt Woodbury (copres), Laura Book (tres ), Nafisah Sheikh (sec), Yi Ding, Jonathon Climer,
Kris Coombs, Allison Beck.

Anime Club

Russian Club watched entertaining Russian videos, made and Anime Club, led by president Yong-Bee Lim, watched a great
sold club t-shirts , and planned a future trip to Russia. They variety of different Japanese ani me movies , ate Japanese
met on Fridays, sponsored by Russian teacher Mrs. Betekhtina. snacks, and even drew some of their own anime characters.

(l-r, t-b) Michelle Byrne, Masha Gelfand, Diane Plewa, Nick Sansone, Ruth
Miller, Jack Liebersohn, Melinda Taub, Sara Smith, Anna Abrams, Rivkah
Cooke, Guy Bresler, Michelle Feltes, Rachel Walsh, Mrs. Betekhtina, Allison
liss, Eithan Ritz, flina Kuriashkina, Beth Slattery.

(l-r, t-b) Yang Bee Lim, Shang Jiang, Justin Lee, William Berry, Sara
Bial, Mary He, Betsy Dorner, Ethan Chew, Hiroko Ito (sponsor),
Michelle Johnson.
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Gay-Straight Alliance

Art Club

Gay-Straight Alliance, formerly Spectrum, was led by co-Presidents Toby Levin and Emilia Garvey and secratary Ligia DeRose.
The club was sponsored by Mr. Bild and Ms. Linder. Members
discussed popular GLBT issues, watched movies, ate pies, and
helped facilitate Gay-Straight activities like the Day of Silence.

Art Club met on Wedne day and was led by co-Pre idents Anna
Shanks, Shawn Simpson, Joanna Cranston and Carol Baym. They
visited art museums, painted mural , helped with stage design for
plays, and decorated for dances. They al o planned special activities like mask making before the Halloween dance.

(1-r, t-b) Melinda Fric~ Jack Liebersohn, Kathleen Reutter, Will Gnscom,
Toby Levin, Tal Kitron, Ruth Miller, Ligia DeRose, Emtlia Garvey, Ala
Mitchell, Aurora Enck.ron, Mr. Bild, Martin Ceperley. Not Pictured· Tera
Levin, Ms. Linder.

(l-r, t-b) Anna Shanks, Nicole VanKim, Shawn Simpson, Joanna Cranston,
Helen Miller, Rachel Smith, Althea l.oschky, Ariel Cascio, Tiffany Cox, Ms.
Evans (sponsor).

Music Club

()utdoors Club

Music Club continued to meet on Tuesdays during lunch this year.
Led by Chris Otto and Jimmy Prell, they planned and performed
during lunchtime recitals. The club was also given Makino grant
funding to visit Chicago to listen to a Chicago Symphony performance.

Outdoors Club was spon ored by chemistry teacher Mr. Bergandine.
Members met to discuss their love of nature and to plan special
field trips. They enjoyed and experienced the many joys of the
great outdoors, and hope to raise more money for future nature
retreats.

(l-r, t-b) Bradley Goerne, Diane Plewa, Chris Otto, David Kaplan, Jimmy
Prell, David Sims, Sumg-Min Kwon, Hillary Proctor, Mr. Murphy (sponsor),
Emily Bruce, Melinda Fricke, Laura Book, Michelle Johnson.

( l-r, t-b) Mr. Bergandine, John Chin, David Love, Tom Cussins ,
Matthew Schiel.
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SFAC
Student Faculty Advisory Committee met on Tuesdays to discuss
issues pertaining to both students and teachers. Led by Mrs.
Morford, Pres. Masha Gelfand and VP Kate Murphy, SFAC discussed the problems and possible solutions for the Tardy Policy,
parking for students and homework issues. They also planned
Happy Thursday and decided the Makino award winners.
(l-r, t-b) Ms. Warfel, Ms. Morford, Benjamin LeRoy, Mr. Sutton, Tera Levin,
Ms. linder, Masha Gelfand, Kate Murphy, Eric Leseur, Kimmy Wentling

\\' orld Affairs Organization
This year World Affairs Organization met on Tuesdays. They
gathered to improve their debate skills through impromptu speeches.
They also discussed current world topics and held Thought Talks.

(l-r, t-b) Dan Hill, John Zech, Matt Woodbury, Chaela Tarr, Kinzie Cornell,
Ms. Suslick (sponsor), Tara A/an, Tiffany Cox, Kris Coombs, Ariel Cascio.

Unique
Unique, Uni's literary magazine, was led by editors Ruth Miller,
Emilia Garvey, and Jimmy Prell. Sponsored by Ms. Majerus, they
had another successful year. They met on Thursdays to look over
submitted art, poetry, and prose to decide which pieces would be
included in the anthology.
(1-r, t-b) Ms. Majerus, Chris Otto, Jimmy Prel4 Diane Plewa, Will Griscom,
Ruth Miller, Laura Book, Nqfisah Sheikh, Tera Levin, Emily Bruce, Natalie
Prochaska, Valerie Ross, Melinda Fricke, Karen Hughes, Ellen Martinsek,
Toby Levin, Emilia Garvey, Kathleen Reutter, Jack Liebersohn.

Agora Con1n1ittee
Thanks again to a small group of students and faithful English
teacher Mrs. Laughlin, Agora Committee organized another great
week of Agora Days classes. The Schedule Maker-in-chief was
Meera Seekar, advisers were Gillian Bregman and Laila Saied, and
Publicity Chief was Patricia Mathy.

(l-r, t-b) Ethan Chew, Varun Chalivendra, Laila Saied, Gillian Bregman, Meer:a
Sekar, Judy liu, Ms. Laughlin. Not pictured: Anna Abrams, Anita Chary,
Patricia Mathy.
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Chess

Club

'chess Club met on Mondays at lunch under the leadership of
president Fanzi Mao, vice-presidents David Kapalan and
Michelle Feltes, and sponsor Mrs. Wells. Chris Merli, a member of the U of I chess team, also carne to help coach them
Thursdays after school.
(l-r, t-b) Audrey Wells, Eithan Ritz, Judy Liu, Shang Jiang, Daniel
Weissman, Brian Berry, David Kaplan, Michelle Feltes, Fanzi Mao.

Thespians

14BW
This year Interact For a Better World worked on service projects
under officer Nicola Bunick, Nick Sansone, and Rachel Walsh.
They wrote to a sister chool in Ghana, helped out around the
community, and spon ored the school lock-in.
(l-r, t-b) Leslie Van Buren, Ethan Chew, John Zech, John Murdoch,
Roxanne Chow, Anna Abrams, Hillary Proctor, Nafisah Sheikh, Rivkah
Cooke, Mayu Hara, Nicola Bunick, Nick Sansone, Rachel Walsh,
Michelle Johnson, Sarah Ackley, Alison Beck, Kate Causeman, Suraiya
Rashid, Rose Kearns, Emily Buss.

TAC

Uni's The pian Troupe #5152, spent this year going to
Theaterfest and helping out with student productions and the
other plays of the year. Sponsored by Mrs. Ridenour, they
met Tue days at lunch.

Teen Awareness Club, ponsored by new counselor Gar)
Spezia, spent the year raising awareness around the choo
about emotions and drug . They planned a halloween co ·
turne conte t and Brown Bagger to discus their awarenes ~
topics. They also organized a drug awarene s assembly iii
December.

(l-r, t-b) Mrs. Ridenour, Alex Mitchell, Melinda Taub, Nick Sansone,
Beth Slattery, Martin Ceperley, Kelly Digges, Noah Zych.

(l-r, t-b) Katherine Lamb, Sanaz Mobasseri, Doug Main, Gillian
Bregman, Laila Saied, Meera Sekar, Maria Zych, Gary Spezia.
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Subbie

Buddies

Lounge

Comittee

The Subbie Buddies helped new students get used to Uni life with
activitie like the new student orientation and the subbie retreat.
They met in their advisory groups every Monday at lunch until
October.

Lounge Comittee, sponsored by Mr. Butler, worked on raising
money for a new stereo. Mr. B did his best to try to keep the
lounge a relatively bug-free and semi-clean place for students to
hang out, and the cornittee came up with a new lounge policy.

(l-r, t-b) Kate Peisker, Evan Cording, Bob Monahan, David Sims, Noah Zych,
Doug Main, Andrea Goodall, Stephen Bruce, Eli Otto-Shenk, Nicola Bunick,
Melissa Hines, lei Wang, Leila Agha, Eric LeSeur, Emily Bruce, Molly
Goldwasser, Jocelyn Ross, Jonathan Climer, Elaine Wah, Mayaan Bresler,
Erin Bazar, Katherine Wah, Sasha Steinberg, John Zech, Michael Green.

(l-r, t-b) Mr. B, Matt Schiel, Andrea Goodall, Costi Yannelis, John Flynn,
Maria Zych, Ilina Kuriashkina, Gillian Bregman, Laila Saied, Meera
Sekar.

Cooking

Club

In its second year, Cooking Club wa led by Chaela Tarr. Though

it only met 3 time in its first year, the club got off to a great start
thi year, once Chaela was done with the swimming ea on.
Spon ored by master chef Mr. Garvey, they met on weekends to
cook delicious food.

(l-r, t-b) Matt Woodbury, Daniel Weissman, Ayesha Choudury, Laura

Book, Chaeta Tarr, Tara Alan.

RIF RAF
Reading Is Fun, Read and Frolic met every Tuesday at lunch to
discuss good books read by members of the club. They had
cookie sales to raise money for needy libraries in Chicago and
hopefully to buy a bench for the Library. Their sponsor was
Mrs. Harris.

(l-r, t-b) Mrs. Harris, Jocelyn Ross, Dan Murray, Rivkah Cooke, Ligia
DeRose, Stephanie Crofts, LeilaAgha, Crystal Chiang, Maayan Bresler.
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Football Club
· Football Club had another great year. Sponsored by Mr.
Sutton and led by Justin Lehmann , John Murdoch, and
Adam Ragheb , they played on Thursdays at lunch. They
were forced to move to Beckman Field after U of I construction took over their home stadium , Uni Field.
(l-r, t-b) John Murdoch, Justin Lehmann, Adam Ragheb, Bill Sutton,
David Marshak, Dan Grinols, Matt Sutton, Sangita Sudharshan, Anu
Paruchuri, Dan Atherton.

Dance Tean1
Dance Team had a lot of fun this year. They met and
practiced throughout the year and planned performances.
The co-captains were Connie Wauthier and Traci Ito and
the team was sponsored by Melissa Leach. Traci Ito said,
"Even when we don't perform, we still have fun doing
what we like."
(l-r, t-b) Connie Wauthier, Maria Zych, Traci Ito, Amelia Padua, Abby
Beck.
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Sponsored by Li a Micele, the Peer College Cou selo
(PCC) program helped Junior find colleges that matche<
their interests. U ing a theme from Survivor, they hel<
meetings to ensure that the Juniors lived through th1
searching process .

(clockwise from top) Ayesha Choudhury, Ian Orland, Rebekah Kunke~
Tara Alan, Matt Woodbu ry, Masha Gelfand, Nick Sansone.

Asian-American Club

This year Asian-American Club planned celebrations.
(e.g. Chinese New Year and Asian Dinner) and helped
out with the larger A ian American Group on campu s.
They also had food sales to upport A ian charities.

(l-r, t-b) Gabe Mathy, Adam Ragheb, John Chin, Carl Broadbent, Naresh
Jegadeesh, Sang ita Sudharshan, Janaki Patel (vp ), Anu Paruchuri (sec/
tres), lie Wang, Fanzi Mao, Ayesha Choudhury (pres.). Not Pictured:
Jim Carruba (sponsor).

HISS

Subbie Math Team

HISS got off to a great start for the second year in a row.
They watched historical movies (300 Spartans) and
played simulation board games. They attempted to play
computer simulation games (Civilization 2), but they were
not successful.

Once again, Subbie Math Team came, saw, and conquered
math contest problems. No hurdles could stop these
mathletes from solving their way. Sponsored by math
teacher Gene Bild, they met during the lunch hour to
sharpen their skills.

(l-r, t-b) Althea Loschky, Mr. Butler (sponsor), Daniel Weissman (sec/
tres), Costi Yannelis (pres.), David Kaplan, Yi Ding, Dan Hill.
Not pictured: Jonathon Climer (vp).

(l-r, t-b)Antoine Dejong, AlisonLiss, Gene Bild, Lauren Wingo, Caitlin
Liss, Tiffany Cox.

Botany Club

Investment Club

Founded by Doug Main, Botany Club talked about plants,
maintained the plants around the school, planned a field
trip, and planted more exotic plants like a banana tree.
As Doug says, "Viva les plantes!"

This was Investment Club's first year. They met on
Wednesdays at lunch to discuss virtual investing and to
listen to speakers. They also took a field trip to the Chicago stock exchange.

(l-r, t-b) Gabe Mathy, Doug Main (pres), Meera Sekar, Gillian Bregman,
Joe Ciolfi, Laila Saied. Not pictured: Ms. Morris (sponsor).

(l-r, t-b) Amit Sudharshan, Ben Sapp (vp), Galen Reeves (pres), Devin
Kinney, Noah Zych, Derek Iversen, John Chin, Jim Carrubba, Carol
Castellon (sponsor), Debbie Bosch, Ayo Adesida, Ayesha Choudhury,
Varun Chalivendra, Balint Bognar, Peter Fahrner, Adam Ragheb.
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Orchestra

(l-r, t-b) Sarah Ackley, Kate Murphy, Ian Orland, Doug Main, Ben Olsen, Adam Rageb, Eric Chang, Carl Broadbent, Rio Nishimura, Michael
Green, David Grayson, Jack Lieberson, Gregory Columbo, Daniel Zuo, Hannah Kinney, Sarah LeRoy, Erin Basar, Frances Sun, Max Schnuer,
LeilaAgha, Stephanie Crofts, Jocelyn Ross, Bradley Goerne, Eric Louie, Michelle Johnson, Emily Buss, Kate Peisker, Hannah Burgess, Meredith
Nelson, Tiffany Cox, Kris Coombs, Andre Phillips, John Orland, Hannah Imlay, Mayu Hara, Anna Shanks, Meera Patel, Priya Iyer, Lauren Chin,
Nick Gaoler, Ben LeRoy, Yuki Mitsuhashi-Acs, Tianyu Qi, Max Beshers, Zachary Dorman-lones, Stephen Bruce, Tomasz Nilges, Sung-Min
Kwon, Peter Fahrner, Traci Ito, Katie Smith, Sarah Walzeuski, David Sims, Ayesha Saied, Maggie Quirk, Casey Roth, Yong-Jung Hyun, Molly
Smith, Michael Socie, Varun Chalivandra, Melinda Fricke, Achswin Kumar, John Li, Matt Schiel, Patricia Mathy, Emily Climer, Janeki Patel,
Laila Saied, llina Kuriashkina, Carol Baym, Andrea Goodall, Emily Sha, Dawn Spelke, Young-Bee Lim, Charles Melby- Thompson, David Kaplan,
Kyle Braghini, Abe Robinson, Henry Pollock, David Slichter, Allison Liss, Pamela Machala, Mary He, Betsy Dorner, Nafisah Sheikh, Laura
Book, Emily Bruce, Diane Plewa, Chaela Tarr, Kristie Emilsson, James Prell, Chris Otto, Drew Coverdill, Terrance Crofts.

Jazz Band

I

Jazz

Band

II

I

(l-r, t-b) Peter Fahrner, Melinda Fricke, Derek Iversen, Ian Orland,
Ben Sapp, Jacob Hertzog, Michael Green, Pamela Machala, Doug Main,
Traci Ito, Gerry Shih, David Stichter, Gabe Mathy, Andres Black,
Hannah McConnaughay, Jo e Ciolli, Noah Zych.
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(1-r, t-b) Max Beshers, Max Schnuer, Henry Pollock, Andrew Coverdill,
Jacob Hertzog, Michael Socie, Sung-Min Kwon, Zoe Ginsburg, Antoine
Dejong, Tomasz Nilges, Ariel Cascio, Tiffany Cox, David Grayson,
Molly Smith, Eli Otto Shenk, Michelle Johnson, Justin Lehmann.

Chorus

(l-r, t-b) Pamela Machala, Kinzie Cornell, Emily Bruce, Laura Book, Roxanne Chow, Rifkah Cook, Francis Sun, Josephine
Wiegel, Alexandra lvanova, Elaine Wah, Erin Bazar, Stevie Schein, Mukta Vaidya, Teresa Sonka, Emily Sha, Zoe Ginsburg,
Ellie Goldwasser, Yoong-Jung Hyun, Sarah LeRoy, Mary He , Hillary Proctor, Michelle Johnson, Catherine Wah, Valerie Ross,
Nafisah Sheikh, Stephanie Crofts, Leila Agha, Hugh Monahan, Eric Barr, Ben LeRoy, David Sims, Toby Levin, Ian Orland,
David Love, Ben Leff, Ruth Miller, Tera Levin, Melinda Fricke, Rebekah Kunkel, Clarabelle DeVries, Kelly Schwenk, Sarah
Walc zews ki, Gregory Columbo, Andrew Coverdill, Stephen Bruce, Ben Sands, Tiany u Qi, Laila Saied, Natalie Gael, Kate Murphy ,
Melissa Hines, Allisop Liss, Janeki Patel, !tina Kuriashkina, Anita Chary, Alisa Modica, Yang-Bee Lim, Evan Cording, Carl
Broadbent, Nick Sansone, Andrea Goodall, Beth Slattery, Katie Smith, Hannah Burgess, Kate Peisker, Emily Buss.

Madrigals
(l-r, t-b) Ian Orland, Charles Melby-Thompson, Yang-Bee Lim, David Sims, Andrea Goodall, Toby Levin, Laura Book, Evan Cording, Kate
Murphy, Nick Sansone, Beth Slattery, Kristin Emilsson, Katie Smith, Laila Saied, Rebekah Kunkel, Tera Levin, Melinda Fricke, Carl Broadbent.
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Student

Council

This year's Student Council was excellent. Under the amazing leadership of executive president Beth
Slattery, vice president Ben Leff, and secretary/treasurer John Zech, the organization took on issues
such as changes to the new tardy policy, class projects, and all those wonderful dances. In addition to
class projects, Student Council wanted to do a service project in the community, just to prove how grand
they really are. They also planned to attend a leadership convention. Overall, Student Council did its
best to improve Uni and its reputation.

Subfreshmen: (l-r) Yoong-Jung Hyun (pres),
Hugh Monahan (v-p), Casey Roth (sec/tres).

Freshmen: (l-r) Sasha Steinberg ( v-p ), Patricia
Mathy (sec/tres), Stevie Schein (pres).

Juniors: (l-r) David Sims (v-p), Melissa Hines
(sec/tres.), Nicola Bunick (pres).

Seniors: (l-r) Ayesha Choudury (pres), Matt
Woodbury (secltres), Rachel Walsh (v-p).
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Executives: (l-r) Eric LeSueur (SFAC), Beth
Slattery (pres), John Zech (sec/tres ), Eithan Ritz
(Pari.), Ben Leff(v-p).

(l-r, t-b) The French Club makes yummy sandwiches and crepes
with Nutella ... mmm; Derek is bedazzled by his eBay portfolio;
Those rascally RifRaf girls are caught... looking at pamphlets!;
Sanaz and Nicole captivate the little Mac lab room with their
amazing salsa skills and sparkly pants; Chang giggles wickedly
as he breakdances to the Pokemon theme song.

® (f?y
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(l-r, t-b) The whole Uni crew stopped for
a photo after an afternoon of shopping for
Japanese goods ... and large shoes; Anna,
Melissa, and Shawn feel their innards go
tospy-tervy on a 'bullet' train; Patrick and
Derek wear protective headgear in a
candy factory. Portis is a rebel; Sitting
down to a scrumtious meal was always a
pleasure; Derek taunts the hand of fate.

3o
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(l-r, t-b) Justin and Yong-Bee
sneak in the back door to steal
ancient artifacts; The group
takes a moment to bask in the
sluule, and rest their tired limbs;
Boyd is king of the mountain;
Jenny and Jason find the nicest
looking pile of rocks in all of
Greece; Castles are picture
!perfect; Jenny works on her tan,
as Alexandra... works on her tan
too, underneath the sand.
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(l-r, t-b) David Sims, John Murdoch, Brian Lung, Ruth Miller, Peter
Fahrner, Matt Woodbury, Dan Hill, Kelly Digges, Tim Miller, Traci Ito,
Nicole Betenia, Laila Saied, Andrea Goodall, Devin Kinney, Jon Weissman,
Dan Moser, Michelle Byrne, Rachel Smith, Laura Book, Laura Eckstein,
Connie Wauthier, Carol Baym, Michael Verner, Noah Isserman (behind
the cameras are Herr Wand Frau W, the chaperones).

(l-r, t-b) The absolutely gorgeous mountains of Salzburg, Austria; Group
picture!; Aww, don't they look cute with the mouse and elephant?; "I am
sixteen going on seventeen ... " (Sound of Music); The girls are all dressed
up for a night on the town; Laila, Tracy, Connie, and Nicole love the
roses they bought in Munchen.
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(l-r, t-b) Ms. Wells, Rebbecca Butler, Mr. Butler, Nick Pelafas, Sean Morales-Dayle,
Chaela Tarr, Javi, Amelia Padua, Robin, Terry, Ian Orland

(l-r, t-b) See the Spainish landscapeisn't it pretty?; Everyone relaxes at the
park in front of the Sagrada Familia; We
all get together to eat at the dinner table;
Look, now we know who to blame for
the tummy aches!

®@
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rin g sports

Subbie Sports

--ca

The Subbie Girls' Basketball tea
was absolutely amazing this year
Led by coach Chris Wickens, th
girls won four nail-biting games
They played hard, improved im
(I)
mensel y and had lots of fun, espe
~
cially when they wore funny hat
U)
and slippers to get pumped up fo
their games. These girls were fies
and they showed a lot of promis
for the future. Point guard Moll
Smith commented, "I think we im
proved A LOT considering this wa
- (1-r,t-b) Volunteer Coach Nicole VanKim, Hannah Kinney, Sarah LeRoy, Ellie the majority of the players' first bas
·'1 ft Goldwasser, Molly Smith, Becca Bassett, Casey Roth, Coach Goldwasser, Coach ketball experience."
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\,J Wickens, Emily Sha, Ariel Cascio, Maggie Quirk, Alexandra Ivanova, Lauri
Feldman, Dawn Spelke.

0

Despite the lack of females on the
subbie team, the Subbie Boys'
Cross Country team stepped up
and had a great season. According to Varsity captain Galen
Reeves, "This is the deepest
subbie team we've had in a while,
and they displayed a lot of potential for years to come."
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(l-r,t-b) Arthur Baker, Jeremiah Methven, John Orland, Chris Breault, ' <
Daniel Zuo, Andrew Zukoski.

The Subbie Boys' Basketball team
wowed audiences this year. They
won many of their games, and
showed a lot of improvement over
the season. According to Coach
Mr. Murphy, "We have a lot of fun,
and it's nice because we get to play
most teams twice." Expect valuable contributions from these guys
later on, they've got some pure talent.
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(1-r, t-b) Volunteer Coach Greg Colombo, Robert Ratcliffe, Andrew Renner, Mark
Yates-White, Ben LeRoy, Hugh Monahan, Coach Murphy, Atul Kale, Andrew
Zukoski, Henry Pollock, Arthur Baker, Kris Coombs, Eric Barr, Sung-Min Kwon.

®

JV Volleyball
Led by coaches Rebecca Murphy
and Susan Osterbur, the JV Volleyball team learned a lot about
the game and improved their
skills. Even though they didn't
win many games, their conference
victory over Le Roy proved that
these girls have a bright future.
Captains Madeline Sylvia and
Veronica Zych, who was also
MVP, provided the sparkplug for
the team. Overall, they enjoyed
the season, and expect good results next season.

(l-r, t-b) Coach Susan Osterbur, Veronica Zych, Madeline Sylvia, Dasha Nikolaeva,
Emily Walsh, Angela Wang, Mayu Hara; Sarah Walczewski, Ligia DeRose, Nicola
Bunick, Roxanne Chow, Tera Levin, Sara Smith.

(l-r,t-b) Merf enthralls
the team during a
timeout; Veronica and
Ligia jump for joy; Sara,
Angela, Roxie, and Tera
try to take a bite out of
each other; Being the
quick-footed foe she is,
Ligia the setter darts up
to the net to get her
bazillionth assist.

®e
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Varsity Volleyball had a tough season, winning only one match
against Decatur Christian. They
also played tough against conference opponents Blue Ridge and
GCMS. They improved vastly over
the duration of the season, but still
had trouble winning in a conference
stacked with talent. The team was
coached by Rebecca Murphy in her
fifth year as varsity head coach.
Junior Kate Murphy said of the
team's season, "Our season is
something we're looking to build
on in the future." The team is looking forward to next season when
they return All Conference honorable with special mentions Kate
Murphy and Andrea Goodall.

(l-r, t-b) Michelle serves with all her
power; Sana z thinks she's playing
basketball, nice dribbling technique;
Jenny gets some serious air and prepares
to crush the ball; hugs all around,
everyone is happy and emotional for the
seniors last home game on senior night.
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(l-r, t-b) The new coach, Natalie Marshall,
is popular with the players; The ball is
smashed up into the air by Sanaz; The
seniors are feeling goofy, was it something
in their water bottles?; Madeline about to
take out her anger on the other team;
Setting it up for another kill; Kate gets low
to keep the ball alive for one of her
teamates.

d) ©39

Large strides were made by the Girls'
Cross Country team this year. The
team was relatively young, since
Janaki Patel was the only returning
senior, but they didn't make her carry
the reins on her own. Throngs of
swift runners including Ruth Miller
and Hannah Imlay made for a well
rounded group. While some may
have questioned the strength of the
runners, they ended up surpassing the
expectations of all. The U ni girls
made a name for themselves this year
with second place fmish at Regionals,
a third place finish at Sectionals, and
an astounding fifteenth place fmish
at State. Coached by Doug Mynatt
and Nathaniel Hopkins, the cross
country program is evidently growing, and they look forward to many
great seasons to come. Next year is
expected to be another excellent season for the girls, who only must overcome the loss of one senior.

4o @CD

(1-r, t-b) Suraiya Rashid, Nicole Betenia, Alexandra Zodhiates, Priya Iyer, Molly
Goldwasser, Shawn Simpson, Ruth Miller, Janald Patel, Hannah Imlay, Katarina
Polychronop oulos, Ma 'ayan Bresler, Teresa Sonka, Emily Climer, Natalie Prochaska,
Kimberly Wentling.

Opposite Page: (1-r, t-b) Doug offers lastminute wordsofwisdomto the anxious team,·
Shawn andHannahpairupforapairof!aps,·
The team formr up into the ((Flying V'~ a
technique.from Mighty Ducks.
This page: (1-r, t-b) Kimmy rounds the
mile marker,· Janaki andAlexandrafeed
off each other's adrenaline,· Emily
traverses the rugged terrain,· Janaki
forges ahead,· Don 't worry Janakt: we
won't tell Emtly where her bottle went,·
The opponents follow in Teresa's
footsteps,· Several girls stretch as a meet
lingers on the horizon.

@CD
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The Uni High Boys' Cross Country team was looking at a strong
season this year. With young
sophmore, Michael Verner, and
senior Galen Reeves, the team
looked as though it could handle the
heavy loses of such runners as
Daniel Slichter, Charles Terry and
Eric Wright. However, with the
loss of Verner who moved away
early this school year, the team
clung to the hope of younger classes
stepping up to the opportunity, As
it turned out, the Cross Country
team had nothing to worry about.
Under the instruction of returning
coaches Doug Mynatt and assistant
Nathaniel Hopkins, the team produced several fine new runners to
carry on the tradition for many
years ahead.
Although this was the first year no
boy runners made a showing at
State, the boys' cross country team
took a strong 2nd place finish at
Regionals and pulled off six personal records at Sectionals. With
this promising end to a season of
improvement, the team hopes to return next year with a new squad of
top-notch runners with plenty of
experience on the courses of Central Illinois.
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This page (l-r, t-b ): Adam like his short shorts;
Galen, come on, only a couple miles left;
runs in a winning time.
Opposite Page (l-r, t-b ): The pack gets
to take the world by storm; Ragheb, with
another strong finish; Slichter, you may be
winning, but where are your Hawaiian shorts?;
and Matt palin' around; Evan running
the joy ofit; Rio, he's a runner, not a serial
killer, I promise; Tianyu, sorry that's not a
trumpet; Ethan, thanks a lot; Guy keeping a
steady pace; Eugene trailing by mere feet,
watch out Costi.

©®
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The soccer team had a great season fmishing with a record of 13-8, eclipsing last years mark. For the second year in
a row they were coache4 by the outSTANDING Bill DeJarnette along with volunteer coach Joe Rydberg. After the
loss of major players Tyson Masar and Scott Strand, the team was led by superstars Ben Leff and Joe Ciolli, until
Ciolli was injured halfway through the season. They started off the season with a win over Mahomet - a feat never
accomplished in previous years. Goalie Noah Zych had five shut outs. The JV ended up at 1-10.

(l-r, t-b) Ian poses as a TWA plane and
flies towards the ball; Joe winds up for
a kick; Ben maneuvers the ball down the
field to the waiting defenders; Matt gets
stuck with the dirty work of carrying
balls; Noah makes a save; Marshak
sprints ahead of his opponent to get the
ball; the JV guys do their homework.
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r, t-b), Carl Broadbent, Tim Miller, Gabe Mathy, David Marshak, Nick Smith, Daniel Grinols, Jason Boyd, Peter Fahrner, Ben
Noah Isserman, Noah Zych, Balint Bognar, Ian Orland, Joe Ciolli, Nick Lowry, Umair Irfan, John Li, John Sapp, Gerry
Terrance Crofts, Andy Seth, Ravi Solter, Jeff Vuong, Coach Joe Rydberg, Lack Leibersohn, Andrew Ito, Varun Chalivendra,
Weissman, Matt Schiel, A yo Adesida, Tal Kitron, Devin Kinney, Ben Leff, Bo Li, Coach Bill DeJarnette.

(l-r, t-b) Jack throws the ball in to waiting Uni players; Ian smiles mischieviously as Ben
looks ahead, unsuspecting; Coach Bill DeJarnette looks out to the other side of the WORLD;
What are Ben and Joe doing? do we really want to know ... ; Ben lets his tounge hang out with
happiness as he scores; the IV boys- all9 total feet of 'em; Sexy sexy Balint puts on his shin
guards; Weissman makes a power kick.
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With the Killer Mermaid as their
pseudo-mascot, the girls' swim
team raced hard and ended the season with a big splash. This year, in
addition to those sexy swimsuits
and caps, they received big fuzzy
royal parkas with their uniforms.
Once again, Chandra Linton and
her mother, Jennace Linton, returned to coach the team to victory.
Fans came to the meets to cheer on
the Mermaids, who woke up at the
crack of dawn to work while everyone else was still dreaming. Despite the sleep deprivation, the team
had fun and enjoyed having breakfast at the pool instead of in bed.
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Opposite page: (l-r, t-b) Kathryn stretches before every race; Kate shows
us her famous backtroke; Kelly coaches an unwilling Hannah to swim
backstroke like Kate; Patricia makes mini-waves; Stevie just can't stand
the cold anymore while Patricia, Melissa, and Kathryn bear it out.
This page: (l-r, t-b) Katie races to the finish; Ma 'ayan and Anna laugh at
and taunt the other team; Stephanie, you've already swallowed half the
pool, how much water can you drink?; Katie just can't wait until her
turn; Melissa shows off her famous breast stroke; Anna is enlightened by
Kate, who shows her the correct way to breathe; Hannah backstrokes
like never before after Kelly's coaching; the team celebrates after another
victory; Ma 'ayan loves freestyle; Patricia beats everybody with her
backstroke; Emily stealthily prepares to take a bite out of Ma'avan.
47
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With the addition of new head
coach Gary Spezia, the JV boys
had great fun during their season.
Many of the players were fairly
inexperienced, and they all gained
valuable playing time this season.
Coach Spezia added, "I think the
guys got a better idea of what it
means to compete. Everyone improved a lot, and we had close
games." The JV won three games
this season, including two against
Judah Christian and a conference
win against Fisher.
According to sophomore guard
Tom Cussins, "The season was
really fun, and we all grew as a
team. We learned a lot about what
we need to do to compete at the
varsity level, whjch will be important for us in later years." These
guys displayed,· some serious potential for a good season next year.
(l-r, t-b) Bo Li huffs, puffs, and tries to
blow the Fisher Bunny down; Socie
sacrifices his body for the team as the
PBL boy attacks him; Bob busts a move
on #43 (a.k.a. Hairy Armpits Man); Tom
and his opponent share a heartfelt
embrace before play continues.
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-r, t-b) Coach Sally Walker, Coach Jenny Ciccomo, Sarah Walczewski, Katie Smith, Erin Bazar, Natalie
rochaska, Laura Book, Emily Walsh, Catherine Wah, Rachel Smith, Coach Elizabeth Murphy; Nicola
unick, Elaine Wah, VeronicaZych, Tracilto, SangitaSudharshan,AnnaAbrams, Mukta Vaidya, Sarah
oreross.

This year's JV Basketball team was
excellent. Led by veteran coach
Sally Walker, the girls won a total
of six games for the season, including a conference win over GCMS.
When asked about the season,
Coach Walker replied that, "They
were a great group of girls to coach.
I was pleased with their intensity
and hard work. It was a really good
experience for me."
These girls were fiesty and energetic, and they all improved immensely. They gained valuable experience and many players will
move up to help fill varsity spots
next year. With this team's size and
work ethic, they promise a bright
future for years to come. Sophomore
forward Traci Ito added, "Sally was
a really great coach. She pushed us
hard, and we made a productive season out of that hard work."
(l-r, t-b) Sang ita drives forcefully to the
basket, proving that she has pure power;
Anna smiles beautifully through the
unbearable pain; An intense Sally
enthralls (and bores Nicola during a
timeout.
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IIUneks Break Barriers In Tough Seaso

This season was certainly never a
boring one for the boys varsity team
who finished the season 7-18. There
were close losses against Fisher and
GCMS, and major wins, including
Matt Sutton's game winning basket
against second-seeded Watseka in
the first round of the SVC tournament. Other memorable moments of
the season included: The second
consecutive Atwood Hammond
Consolation championship, Tony
Khan's first win as head coach over
Christ Lutheran, Ben Leff' s 21 point,
two charge performance vs. Blue
Ridge, John Flynn's SVC All Tournament Team award and Flynn and
Leff' s advancement in the 3-point
shootout contest.
Senior Galen Reeves said, "Honestly, I think this team showed a lot
of heart." Team awards were give
to Flynn for most points and rebounds, and senior captain Leff for
most assists. Flynn was also named
Most Valuable Player. Leff represented Uni in the SVC Senior AllStar game.

Opposite Page (1-r, t-b): Tony leans in to make
a point during a timeout as the team and Luke
look on; Seniors and their parents on senior
night. This page (l-r, t-b ): Matt dribbles
through traffic; hope whatever Derek's doing
with his wrist makes that pass go to our team;
that guy thought he was wide open but flying
Portis says, "/think not!;" Ben dumps it down
into the post; Matt shoots over a guy a foot
taller than him and hopes it's not blocked;
Flynn gets some help from behind as he fires
one up; Ben intimidates the offense with his
scary faces.
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The girls' varsity team this year finished the season with a 3-19 record.
But don't think this season was a
failure. Far from it. The girls' varsity team this year pulled off impressive wins over Normal Calvalry
Baptist, Shiloh and a 20 point victory over in-town rival Judah Christian.
With experience returning and the
addition of assistant coaches Jenny
Ciccomo and Stacy Reimer to
Coach Merf' s staff, the team gained
the momentum it needed to pull off
another fun-filled, yet work-hard
season. Senior Michelle B yme was
named team MVP. Joanna Cranston
and Byrne were named Special
Mention All-SVC and Rebekah
Kunkel was named to the Honorable Mention category. B yme and
Kunkel represented Uni in the SVC
Senior All-Star game.
The future looks bright for the program with juniors Kate Murphy and
Andrea Goodall as well as a strong
crew of sophmores returning.
(l-r t-b): Jenny demonstrates the
effective use of a high dribble to confuse
the defense; Andrea soars over the
defender for one of her patened bank
shots; the varsity discusses what type of
floor polish the janitors used.
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(l-r t-b): Michelle utilizes the speed dribble to elude the Pathers;
CoachMerfcalms the troops during a time out; Jenny follows Merf's
instructions and inbounds the ball to her open teammate for a layup;
Joanna calls for the ball; Andrea shows that there is more to her
game than just shooting; the three senior ladies pose for their final
picture together before taking the floor; the ladies work on their
rebounding skills during halftime shooting; Rebeka lunges for the
ball while keeping herself between her opponent and the basket.
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This Page (l-r, t-b): Volleyball girls take a
time-out to plan how to crush their opponents;
Terrance tries to use his brut strength to
squash the ball; Ben shows us his best Michael
Jordan impersonation; Go Teresa, stay ahead
of the other girl; Gabe Mathy is a Uni High
soccer stud; Varun practices his soccer tricks;
Nick stretches for soccer and shows off his
sunglasses at the same time. Opposite Page
(l-r, t-b ): Sally coaches her N girls during
half-time; Shawn and Hannah run like the
wind; Ben Sapp gets ready for the soccer
match; Molly headsfor the finish line; Natalie
sets one up; Matt emulates the runners in
Chariots of Fire; Susan concentrates on the
volleyball court.
54
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Barb Aschenbrenner

Marilyn Upah Bant
Director ofDevelopment
Alumni Relations

Joel Beesley

David Bergandine

Computer Literacy I & II
World- Wide- Web
Yearbook Advisor
Boys' Basketball Coach
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Chemistry Intro, A,B,C,D
Outdoors Club sponsor

Katya Betekhtina

Gene Bild

Debbie Bosch

Linda Bruns-Wise

Intensive Russian II
Russian Club Sponsor

Algebra I Statistics
Math II
Math Counts Coach
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Student Services
Secretary

Office Manager
Administrative Secretary

Chris Butler

Jim Carrubba

Carol Castellon

Physics - Intro, A, B, C

Ellen Coslet

Modern History
World Since 1945
Junior Class Sponsor
Big Show Sponsor
Lounge Committee
HISS Sponsor

Statistics
NCA Steering Committee
LPD Committee
WYSE Coach
Investment Club Sponsor

Secretary

Receptionist
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Cathy Eads
Secretary

Lisa Evans
Studio Art I & II
Interrelated Arts
Art Club Sponsor
VIA Fest

Claudine Freard-Rose
French/ & IV

John Garvey
French II & III
French Club Sponsor
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Frances Jacobson Harris
Librarian
Computer Literacy I & II

John Hedeman
Director and Principal

Linda Hermann
Geometry/Trig
Ace. Geometry/Trig
Ace. Algebra ///Trig

Hiroko Ito
Japanese I, II, III, IV
Japanese Club Sponsor
Anime Club Sponsor
Sophmore Class Sponsor

Elizabeth Jockusch
Advanced Topics
Ace. Calculus I
Calc IIIIII
Jr.-Sr. Math Team Sponsor

Rosemary Laughlin
Junior English
Subfreshman English
Junior Class Sponsor
Agora Committee
VIA Fest
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Melissa Leach
Intensive Spanish I, II

Suzanne Linder
Freshman English
Freshman Class Sponsor
Habitat Trip Sponsor
SFAC
GSA Sponsor
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Elizabeth Majerus
Sophomore English
Creative Writing
Unique Sponsor

Lisa Micele
Director of College
Counseling
PCC Coordinator
Scholarship Commitee
Chair

Linda Morford
Assistant Director
Student Services
Coordinator
Director of Admissions

Patricia Morris
Dept. Head,
Science
Nature of Science
Earth Studies
NCA Steering Committee
Subbie Class Sponsor

Rebecca Murphy
P.E./Fitness
Health
Girls' Volleyball Coach
Girls' Basketball Coach

Rick Murphy
Dept. Head, Fine Arts
Music Theory, Chorus,
Inter. Arts, Jazz Band,
Orchestra, Madrigals,
Subbie Boys' Basketball
Music Club Sponsor

Matthew Murrey
Graduate Library
Assistant

Doug Mynatt
P.E./Fitness
Track Coach
Cross Country Coach
Subbie Buddy Advisor
Habitat for Humanity
co-sponsor

Frances Newman
Latin I, II, Ill, IV, V
Latin Club Sponsor

David Porreca
Journalism Advisor
and Teacher
U'n 'I editor
Alum UNI
CQ Layout Editor

Ted Powers
Intro to Psychology

Barbara Ridenour
Theatre Arts I & II
Intro to Radio
Interrelated Arts
Art Exploration
Thespian Society
Sponsor
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Craig Russell
Dept. Head,
Mathematics
Calculus/
Acc.Algebra III Trig
Math/
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Gary Spezia
Guidance Counselor
JV Boys' Basketball Coach
Testing Coordinator
Leadership Committee Chair
TACSponsor

Runelle Shriver
Library Technical
Assistant

Greg Smith
Dept. Head,
Computer Science
Technology Director
Computer Lit /,II
Computer Programming
and Technology

David Stone
Biology-Intra, A, C, D
Sophomore Class
Sponsor
Explora Vision Team
Sponsor

Adele Suslick
Subfreshmen English
Senior English
Senior Class Sponsor
UMEC Sponsor
JSA Sponsor

Bill Sutton
American History Seminar
US History
Football Club Sponsor
Agora Habitat Sponsor
SFAC
PFO
Senior Class Sponsor

Sally Walker
Dept. Head,
Physical Education
Athletic Director
P.E./Fitness
Girls' Basketball coach

Abigail Warfel
Eurasia
Intra Philosophy
IB4W Co-Sponsor
HFH Trip Sponsor
Freshman Class
Co-Sponsor
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Chris Warren
P.E./Fitness
Health
Track Coach

Paul Weilmuenster
Dept. Head,
Foreign Language
German I,II,III,N
German Club Sponsor
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Audrey Wells
Dept. Head, English
Subfreshmen English
VIA Fest
Social Advocacy I, II
Chess Coach
Film Study
@~
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Cassiette West-Williams
Social Advocacy I, II

Barbara Wysocki
Dept. Head,
Social Studies
Ancient Cult. & History

(l-r, t-b): Mr. Sutton is caught
stealing water during class; Mr
Bergandine performs his winter
holiday magic; Look, Ms. Morris
has a framed picture of the
Student Services faculty dressed
up as KISS!; Ms. Wells looks
happy to see the cameras; Dr.
Hedeman flashes us one of his
famous smiles; Runelle joins
Doug and Murdoch on the
Confederate side.
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** FLASHBACK **
(l-r, t-b): Ms. Wysocki in a rare
lfurious moment, chastising a student;
Ms. Wells teaches Subbie how to hold
hands; Mr. Bergandine shows offthe
brand new invention, the beaker; Mr.
Stone wonders ifhe's normal; Sensei
busts a move in the attic; Who are
those two young hipsters? Mr. B and
Mr. Sutton.

(f!j
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(1-r, t-b ): Andrew Zukowski
slides his way to the finish in
the Uni Chariot races; the
subbie studs pose for the ladies,
wait wrong picture; Yuki
Mitsuhashi-Acs the carefree
soda drinker; Hillary, Sarah
and Maggie worked very hard
in CS this semester, or not.

Arthur Baker
Eric Barr
Rebecca Bassett
Maxwell Beshers
Sarah Bial

Kyle Braghini
Christopher Breault
Ariel Cascio
Kristopher Coombs
Kinzie Cornell

Tiffany Cox
Antoine Dejong
Elizabeth Dorner
Derek Farnsworth
Lauri Feldman
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(l-r, t-b ): Meredith struggles to stay
awake at the end of the day; Mark
is the Uni-High gremlin; Eric Loui
prepares
to
brain
the
uncontrollable young Tomasz;
Robert Ratcliffe wishes he still had
his cast to show off, instead he has
to waste his time showing Arthur
how to work the computers; what
is wrong with Daniel, seriously,
maybe they should change the
vending machine food more often;
Ayesha and Kris ponder their
futures at Uni, how fun.

Zoe Ginsburg
Bradley Goerne
Eleanor Goldwasser
Nicolas Gooler
Nathaniel Gottlieb-Graham

Mary He
Yoon-Jung Hyun
AJexandralvanova
Michelle Johnson
Atul Kale

Jennifer Kim
Hannah Kinney
Gabriela Kogut
Sung-Min Kwan
Kirill Lagoutchev

@ Q)
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Benjamin LeRoy
Sarah LeRoy
Alison Liss
Caitlin Liss
Eric Loui

David Mesri
Jeremiah Methven
Yuki Mitsuhashi-Acs
Hugh Monahan
Meredith Nelson

Tomasz Nilges
John Orland
Andre Phillipp
Henry Pollock
Hillary Proctor
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Opposite page (l-r, t-b ): Gabriella
cringes from fear of the coats; Atul
smells the roses in the IBM lab; Derek
seeks assistance; Kirill won't be
allowed to leave the computer lab;
Nathaniel is shocked by the bulk of his
texts; Eric offers entry to his locker of
death. This page (l-r, t-b ): Tripod
festivities in the hallway; Bradley likes
Jell-0; Ariel throws medicine balls;
Betsy lost the bet, see?; Abe gnaws on
his lip with conviction.
Margaret Quirk
Robert Ratcliffe
Andrew Renner
Abraham Robinson
Casey Roth

Ayesha Saied
Benjamin Sands
Emily Sha
Molly Smith
Dawn Spelke

Josephine Wiegel
Lauren Wingo
Mark White
Andrew Zukoski
Daniel Zuo

@CD
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Opposite page (l-r, t-b ): Yuki and Derek are caught in a warm
embrace; Jennifer gazes into the camera; Jeremiah was a
bullfrog, and obviously a good friend of all of us; Nathaniel
gets fired up; Tinkerbell, back with a vengence on twin day;
Is that Mr. Beesley, nope it's Sarah and Eli; Yoon-Jung and
Casey attempted to do something goofy for the camera-- don't
quit your day jobs girls; Max and Sung-Min check their Agora
courses. This page (l-r, t-b ): Henry and Andrew, how cute
and innocent; Emily Sha grooms her hair; Kristopher is a
hard working student; here we see the way most subbies spend
their weekends, making pyramids; apparently selling pizza is
n; Ariel puts on her award winning grin; Max lounging with
yogurt.
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Sarah Ackley
Christopher Beitel
William Berry
Andres Black
Stephen Bruce

Hannah Burgess
Emily Buss
Anita Chary
Lauren Chin
Emily Climer

Gregory Columbo
Andrew Coverdill
Terrance Crofts
John Croisant
Clarabelle DeVries
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Opposite page (l-r, t-b ): Isn't Clarabelle the cutest thing?;
Chris smiles outside during the big snowball fight; Don't
think too hard, Rio, or you'll get a headache.
This page (l-r, t-b): Max is so cool, he's almost bangorang;
Sasha waits patiently for a turn on the new computer.

David Grayson
Michael Green
Daniel Hedin
Hannah Imlay
Umair Irfan

Skye Isard
Priya Iyer
Shang Jiang
Rose Kearns
John Li

Jack Liebersohn
Pamela Machala
Patricia Mathy
Alisa Modica
Ann Murdoch

©©
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This page (l-r, t-b ): David Grayson marks his territory
and makes sure you know what's up; Sarah Norcross
has a secret (well, it's not so secret anymore ... ); Dan
Pleck wakes up from his nap. Opposite page (l-r, t-b ):
Hannah, Emily, Kate and Emily enjoy a nutritious
lunch; Umair works diligently on trying to crash Mork;
Gerry and Greg are too content with their webpage to
notice the photographer.
Dasha Nikolaeva
Rio Nishimura
Sarah Norcross
Meera Patel
Katherine Peisker

Daniel Pleck
Katerina Polychronopoulos
Natalie Prochaska
Tianyu Qi
Kathleen Reutter

Valerie Ross
John Sapp
Mark Savignac
Stevie Schein
Max Schnuer
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Andy Seth
Eli Otto Shenk
Gerry Shih
Michael Socie
Ravi Solter

Teresa Sonka
Sasha Steinberg
David Stolarsky
Mukta Vaidya
Triet Vuong

Catherine Wah
Elaine Wah
Emily Walsh
Ma'ayan Weinberg
Kimberly Wentling

©©
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This page (l-r, t-b): Emily Climer says "hello!" while at
the computer; Emily Walsh grins after a hard-fought
game; Ravi pays attention in CS class; John Sapp isn't
as small as you thought (well, at least not when you're 3
inches tall ... ); Socie, Kimmy, Andy, and Priya make a
loveable, huggable PI tower. Opposite page (l-r, t-b):
Kate and Patricia look through magazines for the perfect
dream date; Kimmy pretends to do her health homework;
John works on his flowcharts; Skye, Marc and Socie put
Andy on "hold" (ha, ha... wow, that was bad... ); Stolarsky
falls asleep during an exciting CS class; Daniel Hedin
and Dan Pleck brave the harsh winter weather in the Uni
High parking lot.
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Anna Abrams
Eugene Ashton-Gonzales
Erin Bazar
Nicholas Berube
Nicole Betenia

Laura Book
Emily Bruce
Kate Causeman
Varun Chalivendra
Roxanne Chow

Rivkah Cooke
Thomas Cussins
Yi Ding
Zachary Dorman-Jone
Laura Eckstein
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Opposite page (l-r, t-b ):
Nicole is one of the few
people to actually work in
the lounge; David and Baz
get downright mean in an
intense game; the basketball
girls are pumped. This page
(l-r, t-b ): Bob, Jacob, and
Hannah spend quality time
together; Anna wakes up for
a picture; Ito shows off his
corporate sponsorship.
Melinda Fricke
Molly Goldwasser
William Griscom
Jacob Hertzog
Dan Hill

Karen Hughes
Noah Isserman
Andrew Ito
Traci Ito
David Kaplan

Sarah Klein
Paul Kory
Ashwin Kumar
Elise Lauterbur
Tera Levin
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This page (l-r, t-b ): Tera and
Will read together; Bob and
Roxanne enjoy a dance;
Sophomore girls stop eating
their lunches to smile for the
cameraman; Moser and
Zach hang out in the hall.
Opposite page (l-r, t-b ): The
sophomores are all dressed
up for the Winter Formal;
Sara makes her most beautilful face for the camera;
Leslie, Rivkah, and Frances
are having fun in the kitchen.

BoLi
Althea Loschky
David Love
Erin Lynch-Klarup
David Marshak

Ellen Martinsek
Hannah McConnaughay
Bob Monahan
Daniel Moser
Anthony Phillip

Suraiya Rashid
Lucie Rose
Kelly Schwenk
Nafisah Sheikh
David Slichter
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Nick Smith
Sara Smith
Sangita Sudharshan
Frances Sun
Matt Sutton

Madeline Sylvia
Leslie Van Buren
Sarah Walczewski
Jon Weissman
Sebastian Wraight

Costi Y annelis
Veronica Zych

(})@)
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Opposite page (l-r, t-b ): Melinda,
Jacob, and Marshak do lunch; Sarah
shows off her stylish backpack; Kaplan
crushes Yi while their classmates
watch; Smitty is ready to jump; Erin
smiles as she flowcharts like the wind.
This page (l-r, t-b ): Nafisah always
hogs the camera; Lucy chills with her
mom in the hall; Elise studies hard;
Sara and Veronica laugh at the
photographer; Hannah is master of the
lounge.
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Leila Agha
Daniel Atherton
Kyle Barkrneier
Abigail Beck
Balint Bognar

Guy Bresler
Ma' ayan Bresler
Nicola Bunick
Ethan Chew
Crystal Chiang

John Chin
Joseph Ciolli
Jonathon Climer
Evan Cording
Joanna Cranston
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Opposite page (l-r, t-b ): A dreamy Anna and her lunchtime posse entertain
each other; C'mon, Peter, my English story's not THAT bad; Doug is
planning something tricky... the lifted eyebrow says it all. This page (l-r, tb): Dan Grinols: the creature from the Mac Lab lagoon; Aurora is
absolutely disgusted with this whole picture thing as Ma 'ayan pretends to
ignore the very nice and wonderful yearbook camera person.

Stephanie Crofts
Ligia DeRose
Aurora Erickson
Peter Fahrner
John Flynn

Emilia Garvey
Natalie Goel
Andrea Goodall
Daniel Grinols
Mayu Hara

Melissa Hines
Derek Iversen
N aresh Jegadeesh
Devin Kinney
Tal Kitron
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Justin Lee
Eric LeSueur
Tobias Levin
Molly Lewis
Doug Main

Helen Miller
Ruth Miller
Timothy Miller
Alex Mitchell
Sanaz Mobasseri

Patrick Morales-Doyle
Kate Murphy
Benjamin Olsen
Tynan Overstreet
Amelia Padua
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Opposite page (l-r, t-b): Devin and Emilia, who
the heck IS that guy?; Aww... Connie brings such
warmth to the heart when she smiles; Angela has
tons of fun eating her lunch; the only thing Patrick
Morales-Doyle wants is peace on earth and good
will toward men, and more brothers. This page:
Alex and Naresh, the ultimate ladies men, relax in
the lounge while Ben Sapp 's evil twin plots death
and destruction; David Sims sings sweet songs as
he takes a bite out of crime (or his apple).

Jocelyn Ross
Anna Shanks
Shawn Simpson
David Sims
Katie Smith

Rachel Smith
Amit Sudharshan
Nicole V anKim
Angela Wang
Jie Wang

Connie W authier
John Zech
Alexandra Zodhiates
MariaZych
Noah Zych

®~
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Opposit~page(l-r, t-b): Dereksays "IjustloooveNaresh";
John Chin is so used to the flash ofthe camera that he doesn't
even flinch; They look just like sisters, don't you think?;
"Naught's had, all's spent, where our desire is got without
content... " isn't that a little much Simsy and John?; Ahhh!
Look out, there's more than one; Katie glares as she says,
"/dare you to take this picture." This page (1-r, t-b): Smile
and say cheese- I mean popcorn; Awww, there's another
one of those sweet Kodak moments; Admit it Kate- you
actually like those underclassmen that idolize you; That's it
guys, just ignore the camera and try to look normal; Amelia
shows us how hard her math homework is- she's working
during her free period!

®@
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This Page (l-r, t-b): Alexandra,
Rebecca, Kinsey, and Kaitlyn are
hard at work in subbie science;
Sophomores relax in class;
Young-Bee hugs his new friend,
Hugh; Shapiro is quite proud of
his cutfrom running into the Mac
Lab door; Ayo hangs out in the
lounge; Get to class guys.
Opposite Page (l-r, t-b): Frances
and Noah buy French food; the
Patel sisters meet in the Mac Lab;
Charles and Crystal sittin' in the
hall, t-a-l-k-i-n-g; Erin and
Hannah reluctantly look up from
their IBM monitors.
90
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This page (l-r, t-b): It's always funniest before the fall;
the Ethan Strikes Back; Leslie enjoys some quiet time
and a banana; Connie and Sanaz grace us with their
beautiful smiles; Skye finishes some last minute
homework during lunch. Opposite page (l-r, t-b): Ilina
stares at her food, just daring it to disgust her; Carl
looks for a friend in the lounge; The seniors- our loyal
lfans; David ponders- to eat or not to eat, that is the
question; Bob and Hugh show us just how much they
love being brothers; A yo shows Ben what it would be
like if he was his big brother.
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Opposite Page (l-r, t-b ): Ben gets beat up, as
usual, by Doug; Mayu serves tea; Derek
works diligently on his bridge, while Tomasz
does something ... ; Ann and Erin show their
pearly whites; Evan and Angela get along
well; sunuggle time in the lounge. This Page
(l-r, t-b ): Patrick drools and chews his straw;
Balint and his ladies sell some popcorn; A
group of seniors learn a traditional Japanese
tea ceremony; Brian, Greg, and Shang give
us thumbs-up; Amit- he thinks he's ghetto;
Sanaz is a robot.
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Ayodeshi Adesida
A yo, Seeing-Ay Dog, Io
You don't know what you have until you 've lost it- Unknown
Pride comes before the fall- Unknown
Yes, Ayo, I'm keeping you down- Gabe/Carl
That which does not kill you will make you stronger- Unknown
No, really I'm on your side- Mrs. Jockusch
Wanna fight , I'm serious- Flynn
I once took my friend to Putt-Putt for his birthday, I let him putt first,
then I proceeded to hunt him down Rambo style and kill him. I ran off
with his presents. Let's go eat!-Joe
The greatest trick the devil ever pulled was convincing the world he
didn 't exist ... Then like that, he was gone- Verbal K. , Usual Suspects
Balls! - Junior English
You need a hug- Patty M-D
I'm sure Tope would have done it better- Soccer team
Je veux manger ton grand jambon , Ayo- Joe

Tara Alan

Tara Bo Beara, My Girl, Reggie
I'm a challenge/ to your balance/ I'm over your heads/ how I
confound you/ and astound you/ to know I must be one of the
wonders/ of God's own creation/ and as far as you can see you
can see you can offer me/ no explanation/ I believe/ fate smiled
and destiny/ laughed as she came to my cradle/ know this child
will be able/ laughed as my body she lifted/ know this child will be
gifted/ with love, with patience/ and with faith/ she'll make her way
-Natalie Merchant
Find some inspiration/ it's down deep inside of you/ amend your
situation/ your whole life is ahead of you/ -Dave Matthews from
"True Reflections"

Thomas Bailey
Bevis
Cool you have the same history class as me? Great now we can sleep
together! -Shapiro
Tell the cook this is low grade dog food .. .this steak still has marks from
where the jockey was hitting it. -AI Czervik, Caddyshack
Beviamo! Alia fica! -Gii Amichi
Gentlemen , please rest your sphincters.- Hedey Lamar, Blazing Sadles
I hope that after I die, people will say of me: That guy sure owed me
a lot of money. -Deep Thoughts
Now you will see that evil will always triumph , because good is dumb.
-Dark Helmet, Spaceballs
May I have ten thousand marbles please? -Flounder, Animal House
Ferrari: non una macchina, ma un mito.-my host father
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Jennifer Bartlett

Jenny, Bart

When I say I want to see someth ing , I mean I want to hold it, touch it,
I'm NOT in a good mood to be angry-Emily M.
and feel it.-Doug Main
Look! Urea Vapors!-Carol
Have you ever had books fall into your
locker? -Mr. Bergandine on entropy
Special K!-Tony
Laugh and the whole world laughs with you , snore and you sleep alone .fortune cookie
Celebrating life .. .. with smoothies!-Carol and me
Failure is the condiment that gives success its flavor.-Truman Capote
I like to think Charlie Sheen's ass sat here.-Joe , my Northwestern tour
guide
You 're not a klutz.-Jenn Iversen
Man's mind stretched to a new idea never goes back to its original
dimensions.-Oiiver Wendell Holmes
Si vous plait .. .dessine-moi un mouton!-le Petit Prince
If you 're not here , please raise your hand.-Kalli Dakos
A woman is like a teabag. You never know how strong she is until she
gets into hot water. -Eianor Roosevelt
They're all the same except for the exceptions. -Dr. Goldwasser

Time heals an wounds.

Keeso~~~~~u~L~

Some are willing to accept their limits, others will redefine themselves
with each day. -lllini TKO Club
Knowledge is limited; imagination encircles the world. -Albert Einstein
I think you're hot -Robert
I can -Nike
We're living our lives ... with SMOOTHIES! -Jenny & me
Leave the road and memorize this life that passes before our eyes R.E.M.
There is an inverse relationship between how good something is for you
and how much fun it is -Calvin & Hobbes
We're not hosting an intergalactic kegger -MiB
The moment someone dies, ifs cannibalism. We're not fooling around;
we want to LIVE! -Tom Petron HG! -Michelle & Me
Actually, I was thinking of a 'Go to Hell' e-card -Michael
Twenty dollars and a choke chain; we should be able to get a pizza with
this -Gill & me Edward Norton! -Michelle & Me

Allison Beck
Trixie, Al
Work hard , be yourself, and have fun .-Michelle Kwan
You 're my favorite nosy parker in the whole world , Allison.-Maria Kane
Trixie , you look like you 've been up to tricks again!-Dad
You have to let Trixie play Trixie's own tricks .-Me
I've got some ocean-front property in Arizona. If you 'll buy that, I'll
throw the Golden Gate in free.-George Strait
Whoa, we almost got our (rental) car smashed into by a toy train!-Mom
How biga boy are ya?-Roy D. Mercer
I get paid to·be suspicious when I've got nothing to be suspicious
about.-DeVasher, The Firm
Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own
understanding; in all your ways acknowledge him , and he will make
your paths straight. Proverbs 3:5-3:6
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Jason Boyd
Tweeter, Boydie, Gordo, Oil Can, Boyao,
Sammy, Lord-Emporer, Samuel I
My Church has not changed in 1700 years , we used to be really
liberal. -Costi
He who can destroy a thing controls a thing. -Paul Atreides, DUNE
Kicking a dead horse, which is what Jason is going to call his
autobiography. -Nick Lowry
Jason take off my pants. -Emlyn
No Kill I! -Emlyn
Sit down and enjoy the ride. -Costi
Kidneys , man kidneys. -Ms. Newman
Berlin is the testicles of the west.. .every time I want to make the west
scream , I squeeze on Berlin. -Nikita Khrushchev, Nov. 1958
What? You teach the class, I will (mess) with the fan . -Eithan
Yeah, I do not like it when I find stuff on my crotch . -Carl

Carl Broadbent
Carly, Carlton, Pasty, Pinky,
Murdoch II, LiZ' Nut, Gabe
My favorite power tool , and soon to be yours, the sewing machine!!!
-Christopher Lowell
Go to hell and die. -Ayo and Grin-Dawg
That's a senior quote. -Everbody in this school
How 'bout you leave, and I mark you absent? Then we'll both be
happy. -Ray
Juan -Coach Bill

Gillian Bregman
Gill Gillvbean

I've never had friends again like the ones I had wherfl was 12.
Jesus, does anyone?-Gordie, Stand By Me
I'm a meteorologist! -Meera
I look at my environment/ And wonder where the fire went .
-Lauryn Hill
WJA!-me and meera
beech!-the beeches (lbaby and gilly-filled)
Thou shalt not think you got it like that -Destiny's Child
Two roads diverged in a wood , and I, I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference. -Robert Frost
Be the change you want to see in the world-Ghandi
Celebrate we will/Because life is short but sweet for certain-DMB
See, there's a difference between like and love. Because I like my
sketchers, but I LOVE my prada backpack. -1 0 things I hate about you
Then at night I go out and paint the stars. -Van Gogh
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Michelle Byrne
Meesh
When people think you 're dying, they actually listen to you ... instead of
just waiting for their turn to talk ... - Fight Club
I am not in two different places. Now I am! - Mo
I put up with everything! -Cameron , from 'Ferris Bueller's Day Off'
Wait... you had to be born! -Susan
You say you got a real solution/ Well you know/ we'd all love to see the
plan - The Beatles
I'm trying to make you a star. - Mylinski

Eric S. Chang
"Yellow Fever" Chang
What country can preserve its liberties if its rulers are not warned
from time to time that their people preserve the spirit of resistance?
Let them take arms.
The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with the
blood of patriots and tyrants. It is its natural manure.
-Thomas Jefferson to William Stephens Smith , 1787

Martin Ceperley
I do not know whether I was then a man dreaming I was a butterfly, or
whether I am now a butterfly dreaming I am a man . -Chang-tzu
One cannot play chess if one becomes aware of the pieces as living
souls and of the fact that the Whites and the Blacks have more in
common with each other than with the players. Suddenly one loses all
interest in who will be champion. -Anatol Rapoport
To be blind is bad , but worse to have eyes and not to see . -Helen
Keller
The world contains two sorts of people : those who divide the world into
two sorts of people; and those who don't. -Unknown
The thing that's important to know is that you never know. You 're
always sort of feeling your way. -Diane Arbus
You gotta look outside your eyes , you gotta think outside your brain ,
you gotta walk outside your life to where the neighborhood changes . Ani Difranco

•
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Charles Alvin Conwa~
Chas, Chasis, Kiddo, Dorkweed

We will be delayea a few minutes, we need to sign some forms; the
plane is not. .. correct. - airline pilot
Oh good, a summer of intoxication hasn't erased that from my mind - Ray
Peter: Shit, we should be so lucky! You know they have conjugal visits there?
Sameer: Really?
Shit, I'm a free man and I haven't had a conjugal visit in six months.
- Michael Bolton : Office Space
You ain't leading but two thinks, jack, and shit, and jack left town -ash :
Army of Darkness
Live 1n the now - Wayne
Well you know what you did there, you violated Newton's 3rd law and
that obviously pissed me off -Ray
There is no spoon -Matrix
I wish I was a half of two - Jude
Shit no man, I believe you'd get your ass kicked saying somethin' like
that man - Lawrence : Office Space
Then I say hurl. If you blow chunks and she comes back, she's yours. If
you spew and she bolts, it was never meant to be. - Wayne
Don't apologize, just shut up -Ray
You can make it all true, and you can make it undo- Cat Stevens

Anna Chen
Anna Banana, Annie

Ayesha Choudhury
And every time I try to be/ what someone else has thought of me/ So
caught up/ I wasn 't able to achive/ But deep in my heart/ the answer
it was in me/ And I made up my mind/ to define my own destiny Lauryn Hill
Bang! - me , Laila, Bekah
We are all in the gutter, but some of us are looking at the starsOscar Wilde
I'm sure Ayesha doesn't know what a minnow is- Mrs. Laughlin
You can 't cross the sea merely by standing and staring at the water.
Don't let yourself indulge in vain wishes- Rabindra Nath Tagore
0 , what fools these mortals be!- A Midsummer Night's Dream
Un guapo con un cuerpo!- me and Anu
What are you , a Gap winter model?- Janaki
Booty! Booty! Booty! I will say it! - Mrs. Newman
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Kelly Digges
It's 180 miles to Chicago, we've got a full tank of gas, half a pack of
cigarettes, it's dark out, and we're wearing sunglasses. Hit it. -Blues
Brothers
Every jumbled pile of person has a thinking part that wonders what the
part that isn't thinking isn't thinking of. -They Might Be Giants
You can 't free a fish from water. -The 1171h Rule of Acquisition
It's a lot like Star Trek : The Next Generation . It's in many ways
superior to, but will never be as recognized as, the original. -Wayne 's
World
Be excellent to one another. -Bill and Ted 's Excellent Adventure
Luminous beings are we , not this crude matter. -Yoda
An eye for an eye, and the whole world is blind. -Mohandas K. Ghandi
If you can't take a little bloody nose , maybe you oughtta go back home
and crawl under you bed . It's not safe out here. It's wondrous, with
treasures to satiate desires both subtle and gross; but it's not for the
timid . -Q

Kristi Emilson
Kristi-lil, Cricket

Nature never did betray the heart that loved her. -William Wordsworth
For my part, I know nothing with any certainty, but the sight of the
stars makes me dream ... - Van Gogh
There is no life I know/ to compare with pure imagination/ living there
you'll be free/ if you truly wish to be - Willy Wonka
What the heck is a brassier!?- Diane
Sure I'm sure! - Chaela
You can sew with hot ~lue!
What are you talking about?- Chaela
What s that!? It looks like barf. -Chaela about my food
Kristeeee! I'm hungreeee! Do you have any foooood?- Matt W.
You would be ignorant if you lived in a cardboard box, or a small town.
-My mother
Breathe deep, fly high , seek peace. -Dinotopia
All the night shall be filled with music, and the cares that infest the day,
shall fold their tents like the Arabs, and as silently steal away. -Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow

Kathryn Faith
Faith

My headphones, they saved my life. - Bjork
Take a risk. - Frank
Peace out! - Cruel Intentions
'Cause it's a bittersweet symphony, this life
Try to make ends meet
Try to find some money then you die
I'll take you down the only road I've ever been down
You know the one that takes you to the places
where all the things meet yeah
You know I can 't change , I can 't change
I can 't change, I can 't change
But I'm here in my mold
I am here in my mold
And I'm a million different people
from one day to the next
I can 't change my mold
No, no, no, no, no- The Verve : Bittersweet Symphony
Get some! - Rachel

Q)©
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Michelle Feltes

'Chelle, 'Chelley

I'm not paranoid , I'm just nuts. - Fanzi
Forget regret or life is yours to miss! - Rent
It's physics. It's like religion . - Mr. Carruba
Girls can 't do science! - Mr. Stone
Even amid lethal stress, there is life. - Unknown
I used to think it was awful that life was so unfair. Then I thought,
wouldn 't it be much worse if life were fair, and all the terrible things that
happen to us come because we actually deserve them? So, now I take
great comfort in the general hostility and unfairness of the universe. Marcus Cole , A Late Delivery From Avalon , Babylon 5

Maria Gelfand

Masha

The LEAVES outSIDE are DRIPping BLOOD - Ms. Laughlin ,
demonstrating iambic meter
Now I'm going to go into the studio audience and ask about the
HOTTEST moment in yo_ur life - Ms. Laughlin
If I had half a brain , it would be lonely- Ms. Jockusch
It's like a giant hand! Whump! - Diane about her sports bra
Ooooooooooh , Russian food ... " - NickS.
I will kiss you on the forehead and everyth ing will work out as it
should - The Master and Margarita by Mikhail Bulgakov

Zhubin Ghavari
Zhub,Zhubb~Zhubes
Shema Yisrael Adonai Elohainu , Adonai Echad. -The Shema
You wear nothing but you wear it so wellffied up and twisted, the way I'd
like to be -Dave Matthews Band
You know Zhubin, you're a gigolo. -Mr. Z.
TGIT- Thank God it's Tuesday -Cross-Country Slogan
Are you a brick house? You know, a 36-24-36? -Elliot
I'm all bonged out. - Ray
What, there's a line?!! Ok, nobody has more than 15 seconds to go and if
you shake it more than twice, you're playing with it. - Guy in a Public
Bathroom
I don't want to achieve immortality through my work. I want to achieve it
through not dying. - Woody Allen
I wonder what would happen if two prostitutes ever hired each other.
Would it be free, or would one have higher rates? Well , don't you ever
wonder about that? - Nick S.
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Tony Khan
Tone-Lac, CK, Chicane
Hey, if Illinois gets one more win, they qualify for the "Hey, Look at me, I
f$@&ing suck.com Bowl"- Shapiro
Mrs. Peacock was a man?! - Mr. Green, Clue
Obviously Taylor's thinking --I don't know what the hell Taylor's thinking.- Harry
Doyle, Major League II
I can verify that! - Love
It could ... it could be a ball fake! - Coach Pete Bell, Blue Chips
If they were taking bets on your father's bout with death, I'd bet everything I
had ... on death. It's a good bet, and the odds are he'll probably die. - Dr.
Farthing, Dirty Work
Cussins, you don't have half the sack to run HB Option pass! - me playing
Madden with Tom
The last time I listened to one of your plans, I wound up naked on a bus. Screech, Saved by the Bell
You know, I'm both the European Champion and the Intercontinental Champion. And a lot of people come up to me and say, "Kurt Angle, Olympic Gold
Medalist, Eurocontinental Champion, which belt weighs more, the European
Title or the Intercontinental Title?" And actually the answer might surprise you .
The European Title actually weighs a little more. I think it's because the
European title represents more countries than the Intercontinental. - Kurt Angle

Ilina Kuriashkina
Kournikova, Commie, Illini
Sick Boy: Do you shee the beasht? Have you goat it in yer shights?
Renton: Clear enough, Mish Monneypenney. -Trainspotting.
You know I'll be miRC-ing it up in Jew York- Dovi
I show heem fingerr! -mom
What's up, ho? - Carol
We would have injected Vitamin C if only they had made it illegal. -Trainspotting
And he say, peace on you. And I say piss on you too. I gonna back to Italy.
- Michelle and I
He's not stung; and he's not stinging; he's Sting! -Dana Carvey
II ina, Masha, did you have to eat rubber tires? -Mrs. Laughlin
Hey Chris? Who'd we fight in WWII? (Verner) .... Yo Mama! -Chris Warren
Es sind die kurzen Augenblicke, die ber Leben oder Tod entscheiden
knnen ... -Lola Rennt
Tomato, tomahto, woo woo. -Beth

Rebekah Michelle Guadalupe Kunkel
Bekah, Rebs

Rejoice and be glad , because you have a great reward waiting for you
in heaven . - Matthew 5:12
... the fog. - Mo
I will have no one hitting on Rebekah in my class! - Mr. T
When she had let him drink his fill , she said , I will draw water for your
camels, too , until they have drunk their fill. -Genesis 24:19
.. .And if you bother the bus driver, she could wreck and I would die.-Merf
ATP break! -Beth , Nick, and me
~
You will be who you want to be- You I Can choose whatever heaven
grants/ -Miss Saigon
Juntate a los buenos y seras uno de ellos. - Un dicho
For we know we shall find our own piece of mind I For we have been
promised a land of our own.- Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat
Bang! -Ayesha, Laila, and me
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BenLeff
Tick, Mets
I'm all that and then some/ short, dark, and handsome. - A Tribe Called Quest
Drafting of the poets, I'm the number 7 pick. - ATCQ
I am not the one/ I got more game than Parker Brothers/ Phife Dawg is
on the mike/ and I'm smooth like butter.- ATCQ
Yo , pass me those ... triangular salts! that'd be a tight name for chips,
yo! -Shap
Oh my god , Ben! I'm incredibly cool! - Dad
Hamburgers! The cornerstone of any nutricious breakfast. - Jules, Pulp Fiction
I'll dunk on you . I'll dunk on everybody. - Dikembe
The truth is rarely pure and never simple. - Oscar Wilde
Come again when you can't stay so long. - Paba
If a man hasn't discovered something he will die for, he isn't fit to live. - MLK
Now, allegedly, my situation would be concurrently improved , if I had
200 dollars in my back pocket right now. Allegedly.- Good Will Hunting

Katherine Lamb
Katie, Vegas
You must be the change you wish to see in the world.- Ghandi
Eighty-percent of success is showing up. - Woody Allen
The only real currency in this bankrupt world is what we share with each
other when we're being uncool. - Lester Bangs in "Almost Famous"
In every work of genius we recognize our own rejected thoughts; they
come back to us with certain alienated majesty. Great works of art
have no more affecting lesson for us than this. They teach us to
abide by our spontaneous impression with good-humored inflexibility
then most when the whole cry of voices is on the other side. Else
tomorrow a stranger will say with masterly good sense precisely what
we have thought and felt all the time, and we shall be forced to take
with shame our own opinion from another. - Ralph Waldo Emerson

Justin Lehmann
The Machine
Mmmmmm ... beer. -Homer
Marge: "Oh Homey, If you feel so bad about yourself there's always things
you can do to make you feel better."
Homer : "Like take another bath in malt liquor?"
To alcohol! The cause of- and solution to- all of life's problems! -Homer
Did you know that if you put toothpaste in your mouth and brush , that's
good for you , but if you swallow it, it can be poisonous? I guess what I'm
trying to say is, I'm a bad babysitter. -Bryan Tucker
She had two big old friends with her, & I kinda like that. -Rodney Carrington
Peeing outdorrs is one joy of country living the poets never quite got
around to. -Steven King's The Green Mile
Someone's looking busy - he's got his hands in his pockets. -Dr. Newman
We've got the biggest balls of them all. -AC/DC
Just because I don't care doesn't mean I don't understand! -Homer
A baby seal walks into a club. - Bob & Tom
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Young-Bee LiiTI
Youngster-Bee, Bee, Yong-Moo
That's so morbid! - Meera
Turn off the lights so that I can commit an unnatural act. - Parfait
Asian power- kill all the whites! - Charlie M-T
I'm normal , aren 't I? - Chang
Ethan Chew was my escort. - Mrs. Newman
Evan! Stop leaking! - Madrigals
I'm sorry! I just like to watch little kids suffer! -Diane
There were times when Weissman and my scores were comparable ,
but sometimes i did better than he did. - Charlie M-T, assuring me
about calc.
I have a fetish ... - Mrs. Jockush

fJhuqy ~~u

h ·d
. d h
Wh enever you f m t at you are on t e s1 e o t e majonty, 1t 1s t1me
to pause and reflect. - Mark Twain
Great spirits have always encountered violent opposition from
mediocre minds. - Albert Einstein
Anarchy is the stepping stone to absolute power. - Napoleon I
There is nothing like early promiscuous sex for dispelling life's bright
mysterious expectations. - Iris Murdoch
One thing vampire children have to be taught early on is, don't run
with a wooden stake.- Jack Handey
Education consists mainly of what we have unlearned.- Mark Twain
Any man, in the right situation , is capable of murder. But not any man
is capable of being a good camper. So, murder and camping are not as
similar as you might think. - Jack Handey

Nicholas Lowry
Things need not have happened to be true . Tales and dreams
are the shadow-truths that will endure when mere facts are but
dust and ashes, and forgot. -Neil Gaiman
The desired effect is what you get when you improve your
interplanetary funksmanship- George Clinton
The truth is usually somewhere in the middle , so it's good to
hear both sides.- Mr. Butler
Put a glide in your stride and a dip in your hip , and come on
down to the mothership- George Clinton
Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.-Martin
Luther King, Jr.
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Arthu~;

FanziMao
the Fonz Fonzorellt: Banjt:
Francin~ Mao, Tiffany

I was the cheapest bride. -Sensei
Boy, how do you kids learn this stuff? - Mrs. Jockush
Someday you 'll need calculus. Unless you want to live in the park
somewhere -Ray to Carl
Nobody really cares if you're miserable, so you might as well be happy.
-Cynthia Nelms
Frankly my dear, I don 't give a damn . -Rhett Butler
Once the game is over, the king and the pawn go back in the same
box. -Italian Proverb
Dreams are the touchstones of our character. -Henry David Thoreau
AGP! -Judy and I
Boys are stupid . -Melissa
What do they speak in Blackpersonland? - Chang to Matt Harrington
All I wanna do is have some fun. -Sheryl Crow

GabeMathy
Gabe, Frog, Froggy
Forget you honky. -Mrs . Laughlin
I drink melk, not milk. -Adam Ragheb
Parlez freakin' vous. -Mr. Sutton
Merde a Ia puissance trieze. -Mom
It's like talking about the wardrobe of the man on the moon . -Mrs.
Jockusch
If I had half a brain it'd be lonely. -Mrs. Jockusch
You 're keeping the yellow man down. -Chang
Tight as a light. -Ragheb
Clear as mud? -Mr. B
An eye for an eye makes the world go blind . -Ghandi

Charles Melby-Thompson
Charlie, ({Chuckie"
There is a grandeur in this view of life , with its several powers ,
having been breathed by the Creator into a few forms or into one ;
and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on according to the
fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginning endless forms , most
beautiful and most wonderful have been , and are being , evolved.
-Charles Darwin , conclusion to On the Origin of Species
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John Murdoch
And again I say unto you , it is easier for a camel to go through the
eye of a needle , than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of
God. -Matthew 19:24
And everyone that hath forsaken houses, or brethren , or sisters, or father,
or mother, or wife , or children, or lands, for My name's sake, shall receive
an hundredfold, and shall inherit everlasting life. -Matthew 19:29
He that loveth his life shall lose it, and he that hateth his life in this
world shall keep it unto life eternal. -John 12:25
For the love of money is the root of all evil , which while some coveted
after, they have erred from the faith .. . -1 Timothy 6:10
But he that is greatest among you shall be your servant. And whosoever shall exalt himself shall be abased , and he that shall humble
himself shall be exalted. -Matthew 23:11, 12
A kite rises highest against the wind , not with it. -Winston Churchill
Whenever you find that you are on the side of the majority , it is time to
pause and reflect. -Mark Twain
There is no sadder sight than a young pessimist, except an old
optimist. -Mark Twain

Ian Orland
The Letter {W"
I've got kid pride (and Nightcrawler too). -Weezer
I'll show you mine if you show me yours. -Ray
Koh-nee-chee-freakin'-wah . -Mr. Sutton
lan , like the letter 'een '? -a nice little girl in Mississippi
I can 't read this , it's in bludy choinese. -John
I can 't remember all the times I tried to tell myself to hold on to
these moments as they pass. -Counting Crows
He's my boss , lan , he's my BOOOOOSS! -Kate
l'ma leave it up to God what he got for you , l'ma leave it up to Him
what he got for me , and he's watching you . -black eyed peas

Christopher Otto
Chris, cotto, Od
The name 'Weslos" comes to mind. -Jimmy
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom; all who follow his precepts
have good understanding. -Psalm 11 0:10
Abide in me as I abide in you. Just as the branch cannot bear fruit by itself
unless it abides in the vine, neither can you unless you abide in me. -John 15:4
There are only two ways to live your life. One is as though nothing is a miracle.
The other is as though everything is a miracle. -Albert Einstein
The eyes of my eyes are opened. -e. e. cummings
Supposedly, refined liberty caused the attitudes insofar as peace distilled by
the consequences which will not eventually be caused by the command
irrevocably insofar as peace of it is sometimes causing the intransigency
infinitesimally surprisingly. -a computer program of Douglas Hofsftadter
Rather think of a pathway of a 'sequence' of gedankenexperiment simpletons
where heir-lines are a prima facie case of a paradiachronic transitivity. -from
the joumal Art Language
Do damaan king'aantl! -Lillian Hltlaanhltl
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Anupama Paruchuri
Anu, Jade
We named the DOG "Indiana". -Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade
Kiss my American ass. -Krycek
If you're gonna yammer, yammer loud enough so I can hear you and make fun
of you. -Steve Trzaskoma
Excuse me, Mr. Nominative, please step aside while I inspect your genitive. Guapo con un cuerpo! -me & Ayesha
Mrs. Newman
You have to be willing to live in front of people, let them see the good, the bad,
the ugly, the weak, the strong, the conflicted, the terrible. -Harrison Ford
But what if we could stop, pause to take stock of each precious moment before
it passes? Might we then see the endless forks in the road that have shaped a
life, and seeing choices, choose another path? -Scully
The reason I'm gonna make it is that I've got Marton Branda in this hand sayin'
"Screw you" and Montgomery Clift in this hand sayin' "Help me". -James Dean
Sledge, do you have your gun? -unknown
Why you stuck-up, half-witted ... scruffy-lookin' nerf-herder! Who's scruffy
lookin'?-Leia, Han

Janaki Patel
lfu~ec;,fj:J,dJominative, butShow
may I please inspect your
Genitive? -Mrs . Newman
me how to fly. -Rebel Geese 2000
Moeca mobilis, it means '1ast-moving slut''. -Mr. Trzaskoma
I'm in the mood for an apple ...just kidding. -Ayesha
Sir Math-a-Lot says to plot this set of points on your curves!- me, Carol,
Matt W. and Chas HA HA HA HA -"Ken" of Ouija lore
Forsan et haec olim meminisse iuvabit. -Vergil, The Aeneid
I have been bent and broken, but--1 hope--into a better shape. Be as
considerate and good to me as you were, and tell me we are friends. Estella, Great Expectations
Traveling down this road/Watching the signs as I go/1think I'll follow my
heart/It's a very good place to start. -Madonna

Diane Plewa
Di the Hipo
I've got thousands of women waiting to give me sweet love! -Masha
She's a parsley girl, in her parsley world. She sprinkles parsley ...very sparsley. Mr. Stone
The whole earth has a heartbeat. -Dinotopia, James
Gurney
Someday I'll find you/ moonlight behind you/ true to the dream I am dreaming. Noel Coward
Suffering purifies. -my father
You are a traveler at heart. There will be many journeys. -Fortune Cookie
It always starts with friendship to some degree, but sometimes it just sort of
hides in the shadows and introduces itself after things are pretty well settled, and
other times it jumps out and beats you over the head as you wander by. -Matt
Croisant about love
Eternal Summer. Follow Your Sun. -Travel Agency
Ad
Venus, Venus ... Oh, what a fool I was! Why, why didn't I fly away with her? -The
Master and Margarita, Mikhail Bulgakov
Our only freedom is in choosing between bitterness and pleasure. -Identity,
Milan Kundera
Who's gonna take the place of me? -U2
Half-a-league, half-a-league, half-a-league onwards with a 'hey-nonny-nonny'
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Eric Portis
Portis, Porti
Blessed is he who has learned to laugh at himself, for he shall never
cease to be entertained. -John Powell
Sanity is a one trick horse , all you get is one trick, rational thinking .
Now insanity, wahoo, the sky's the limit! -The Tick
I want to spend the rest of my life everywhere , with everyone , one to
one , always , forever, now. -Damien Hirst
That's fine , you can be different. You can be THE WEIRDO . - My dad
I'm the ... shit? -Ito Sensei
Computers are useless. They can only give you answers. -Pablo
Picasso
On the other hand , the early worm gets eaten. -Unknown

Spring is like a perhaps hand. -e.e. cummings

James Prell

Peace is every step. -Thich
Nhat Hanh
rthur a grammar. -How to Write Om, mani padme hum. -Tibetian mantram
Bei mir selbst will ich Iemen. -Hesse, Siddhartha
Und doch: als ob, nach einem Uebergang, sie nicht mehr gehen wuerde,
Lillian hinuu dii kyaaaang. -Lillian Hltlaanhtl
sondem fliegen. -Rike ·
Tat tvam asi. -Shvetashvatara Upanishad Vl.9.4
Masha, sehe ich Trauben in deinen Augen? -me
They who one another keep/ Alive, neer parted be. -John Donne
for lites not a paragraph/ And death i think is no parenthesis. -e.e. cummings
Prayer is talking to God. Meditation is listening to God. -unknown
Sanctus, sanctus, sanctus Dominus Deus Sabaoth. -Latin Mass
They will hunger no more, and thirst no more; the sun will not strike them, nor
any scorching heat; for the Lamb at the center of the throne will be their
shepherd, and he will guide them to springs of the water of life, and God will
·
tear from their
-Revelation Vll.16-17

AdamRagheb
Ragbob, Raghebski, Ragdog
I'd be a failure in life if I didn't speak English good. -Tim Meadows
Bootie , bootie , bootie, I will say it. -Dr. Newman
Someone's looking busy- he's got his hands in his pockets. -Dr.
I'm all bonged out. -Ray
Newman
Democrats piss me off! -Eric Gartman
That's a bunch of Bolshevism! -Mr. Sutton
Tuuurn around . Alllll the way. -Ray
Friendship is the hardest thing in the world to explain. It's not something you learn in school. But if you haven't learned the meaning of
friendship, you haven't learned anything. -Muhammad Ali
History will look upon the act of depriving a whole nation of arms as
NEEEEIIIINNN! -Herr W
the blackest. -Mahatma Gandhi
Do or do not; there is no try. -Yoda (Star Wars)
Laughter is the shortest distance between two people. -Unknown
Nothing in the world is more dangerous than sincere ignorance and
consciencious stupidity. -Martin Luther King Jr.
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Eithan Ritz
Is there anything more beautiful than a beautiful , beautiful flamingo ,
flying across in front of a beautiful sunset? And he's carrying a beautiful rose in his beak, and also he's carrying a very beautiful painting
with his feet. And also , you 're drunk. -Jack Handey, Deep Thoughts
If any man says he hates war more than I do, he better have a knife ,
that's alii have to say. -Deep Thoughts by Jack Handey
It tastes like .. .burning. -Ralph , The Simpsons
I'm going to get my rectum back! -Portis
There's no such thing as too many males.-llina
Doublethink means the power of holding two contradictory beliefs
simultaneously, and accepting both of them. The party intellectual
knows that he is playing tricks with reality , but by the exercise of
doublethink he also satisfies himself that reality is not violated. -George
Orwell , 1984
Absolute power corrupts absolutely. -Lord Acton
Defeat has no place in the dictionary of nonviolence. -Gandhi
One should not increase, beyond what is necessary, the number of
entities required to explain anything . -Occam 's Razor
I'm all bonged out. -Carrubba

Galen Reeves
G
Running won 't kill you. You 'll pass out first. -anonymous
Just pretend the hill isn't there - Verner
Alright, look glum, see if i care. - Jockusch
Hain't we got all the fools in town on our side? And hain't that a
big enough majority in any town? - Mark Twain
work hard, play hard -mom
May you find your way home to Ithaca -That poem Mr. Z likes
Thank God It's Tuesday -Charles , Ariel , and me

Laila Saied
L-Baby
I always have the right of way.- Meera
There 's a difference between like and love. I like my Sketchers, but I
love my Prada backpack. - Gillian (1 0 Things I Hate About You)
Life is short, therefore , I shall be a crusader in the fight against ignorance and fear, beginning with myself. - Ms. Vickers-Shelly
BEECH!!! - me and Gilly
I woke up during the sex. -Carol
A good girl is good, but a bad girl is better. - Tike
On ne voit bien qu'avec le coeur. L'essentiel est invisible pour les
yeux. -Antoine De Saint-Exupery (Le Petit Prince)
Blessed are they who can laugh at themselves, for they shall never
cease to be amused . - Anonymous
If you obey all the rules , you miss all the fun. -Katherine Hepburn
Always do what you are afraid to do. - Ralph Waldo Emerson
Gluck ist Liebe , nichts anderes. Wer lieben kann , ist glucklich. Herman Hesse
Let's all scrub the kitchen floor! - Dad
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Nicolas Antonio Sansone
Nick, Nickbert, Nick the Hick
I was the cheapest bride! - Ito Sensei
Success is a journey, not a destination . - Mitch
Distraction is very ... distracting to me. - Mrs. Laughlin
That's not victor, Nick; that's a corn muffin. - Dad
Nick, move your sorry carcass! - Zhubin
There's a direct correlation between how much fun something is, and
how good for you it is. - Calvin and Hobbes
Forget regret, or life is yours to miss. - Rent
You 're gonna start a chain reaction .. .of stealin'.- Chris Warren
Being enveloped in a wall of mating squid is an extraordinary experience. - Bio movie
I wish I could screw sheep. - Beth
Females *never* have time for *losers*. -Alien Empire
Death will be different from life. - Mrs. Laughlin
It seems ... that love is the most important thing in the world . Siddharta
It's been one hell of a party, man. - Darby

Mathew Schiel
Matt, Mini Matt
Suweeeet! -lan
Do you th ink they use real drugs in those TV commercials? -Devin
Forget you honky. -Mrs. Laughlin
SecTIONal tensions . -Mr. Sutton
Either you get busy living, or you get busy dying.
-Shawshank Redemption

Ben Sapp
Incredible. One of the worst performances of my career and they
never doubted it for a second. How could I possibly be expected to
handle school on a day like this? -Ferris Bueller's Day Off
You can take the underwear out of the drawer, but you can't take the
drawer out of the underwear. -My little brother Scott
The number of keys you have is directly proportional to how shitty your
life is. -Coach DeJarnette
Does that sound reasonable? - Mrs. Jockusch assigning homework
Shut up or I'll mark you tardy. -Ray halfway through class
Trumpet players like moderation , but only if they get a lot of it. -Sal
Feeling lurks in that interval of time between desire and its consummation . -Brave New World
Sweeeeeeet! -lan
I hate this. -Ayo, all the time
Anything above a seventy was a waste of my academic time- Judd
from Mississippi
I'm drunk! - Rodney from Mississippi
It's the edge of the world/ And all of western civilization/ The sun may
rise in the East/ At least it settles in the final location ... And if you want
these kind of dreams/ It's Californication. - Red Hot Chili Peppers
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Susan Sefranek
Scusan, Squirrel, Shoes
If you shine that flashlight, it will hit the mirrors and shine in the bus
driver's eyes. The bus driver would crash , and then I would DIE. -Merf
Susan , you have become ... -Tara
A freak . -Morgan
SARADA MUSil! -Nikkusan (Nick Sansone)
Satellite/ in my eyes/ Like a diamond in the sky/ how I wonder/
Satellite strung from the moon/ And the world your balloon/ peeping
tom for the mother station -Dave Matthews
Check it out now, the funk soul brother. -Mr.Sutton
Don't you want a taste?/ A taste of Heaven/ Taste the Bread of Life/
Don't you run away/ Away from Heaven/ Receive the love of Christ/
Who sacrificed His life! -Tom Booth
Hello Susie! I'm the spellcheck fairy. -my little brother Mike
Daj Boze , ale hned! (Give it to me God , but I want it now!) -my mommy
Bo! -me(instead of Boo)
They gave us Blowheads! -me
How come angle one and angle two are congruent? -me

Daniel Shapiro
Shap, Artie
Winning isn't everything , it's the only thing. -Vince Lombardi
I'll dunk on you , I'll dunk on everybody. -me , Ben , and Dikembe
Mutombo
You know who else I liked that didn't get much play, was Velma from
Scooby Doo. -Can 't Hardly Wait
She's a classic dame. -my boys back in NY
What are we gonna do at a Harvard bar, $*& @ up some smaht kids?
-Good Will Hunting
That's only 10% of 1 million dollars which by my calculation is ....
$*&@ing impossible. -Half Baked

Meera Sekar
I would like to watch you sleeping,
I would like to sleep
with you, to enter
your sleep as its smooth dark wave
slides over my head.

at the center. I would like
to follow you up the long
stairway
again and become
the boat that would row you
back
carefully, a flame
in two cupped hands
to where your body lies
beside me.

And walk with you through that lucent
wavering forest of bluegreen leaves
with its watery sun and three moons
towards the cave where you must
descend.
I would like to be the air
Towards your worst fear
I would like to give you the silver that inhabits you for a moment
only. I would like to be that
branch, the small white flower, the one
word that will protect you from the
unnoticed
and that necessary.
grief at the center of your dream , from
the grief
-Margaret Atwood
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Elizabeth Mary Cecilia Irene Slattery
Cricket, Slatteifly
The masses are asses. -Timmy
If Ignorance is bliss, then wipe the smile off my face. -Rage against the machine
Out of Ireland we have come/ great hatred, little room maimed us at the start/ I carry
from my mother's womb/ a fanatics heart. -W.B. Yeats
I reject the world's complacency. -Ragtime
Through many technological advances, we now have Braille for the deaf. -Warren
My vigor, vitality and cheek repel me. I am the kind of woman I would run from. Lady Astor
I've been in a lot of hotel rooms and I've drunk a lot of booze. -Ridenour
Everyone has his day, and some days last longer than others. -Winston Churchill
I'd call him a sadistic hippophilic necrophile, but that would be beating a dead horse.
-Woody Allen
Preach the Gospel to all nations and, if you must, use words. -St. Francis of Assisi
The woods are lovely and dark and deep/ but I have promises to keep/ and miles
to go before I sleep. -Frost
I wouldn't beg for water if my soul were on fire/ but I'd get down on my hands and
knees for you. -(for JHM)

Melinda Taub
Wendy , Wendy, when you are lying in your silly bed you could be
flying about with me saying funny things to the stars! -Peter Pan
Me, shut up? What are the chances? -Manda
Lord , what fools these mortals be. -Puck
There was a star danced , and under that I was born. -Beatrive ,
Much Ado About Nothing
That's what I like about us. We don't whine . We bitch. -Beth
Chicken are for eating. And foreplay. -Nick

Chaela Tarr
When I'm emperor of the world , all the toilets will be the same size. -Dad
I don't know ... if you had the right outfit. -Alex on a pair of shoes
A plaid shirt and striped pants will not make a positive fashion statement.
-MS word tip of the day
OK people, I'm dressed , now stop being so damn naked. -Emilia
Mmmmmasha. Mmmmmmasha. Mmmmasha no here. -Masha's grandma
I prefer to think of my legs as balding rodents. -Eithan
We're not a class , we're just a bunch of people who go to school together.
-NickS.
Candy is a delicious food. Eat some every day. -sign at the Art
tengo hambre ... para hombre -Jenn , Bea, Claire
Yorn desh born , der ritt de gitt der gue , Orn desh de umn bork! bork! bork!
-the Swedish Chef
Arrived in Venice stop streets filled with water stop please advise. -Robert
Bench ley
Thisa fog , itsa too much. -Edwardo
Are you sure? -Kristi
Best friends never say goodbye. -Elizabeth
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Daniel Weissman
My name's Eric Penismountain. -Portis
Here is my pet: Spermy. -Jon
I stare at your ass all day. - Meera, to Mr. Murphy
People fish in the ocean? -Faith
Rape builds character. -Gabe
I want to hit a girl. -Mr. Russell
It's not gay to wear a bra. -Chang
Excuse me, I want to touch the vibrator. -Chang
Someone's been writing on my sperm! -Matt Harrington
Chas , shut up and put your pants back on . -Kelly
All I'm saying is, if I played , I'd take off my pants. -Jon
My dad always complains that I have a bony ass. -Chas
It's not physics unless it has a nicely defined crotch. -Yang
I expect to see swollen ass tonight. -Duane
I'll be forever slave to Chang! I'll pay with my body. -Sensei
If I have seen so far, it is because on my shoulders stands a giant
head. -Yang
Everyone thinks I'm the penis girl. -Fanzi
At the Democratic National Convention , expect all of Gore's women to
be on prominent display. -NBC Nightly News
Joseph Stalin , hold on to my armored muumuu. Together we will leave
this twisted world behind! -bad guy on The Tick

Rachel Walsh

Purple Girl

It is our choices that show what we truly are; far more than our
abilities. -Albus Dumbledore
Don't think. Thinking is bad. -Nicola
You can do it. -Bela Karolyi
I believe I can fly/ I believe I can touch the sky/ I think about it
every night and day/ Spread my wings and fly away/ I believe I can soar
I see me running through that open door/ I believe I can fly. There are
miracles in life I must achieve/ But first I know it starts inside of me/ I
believe I can fly. -R. Kelly You know what I'm going to do when I grow
up? I'm going to breed! -Fanzi
If you shoot for the moon and miss, at least you II be one of the stars. unknown
Yes, Frank! -my sister
Hard work has made it easy. That's my secret. That's why I win. -Nadia
Comaneci "We are, when the cause is sufficient, insane." -Bean

Matt Woodbury
Moot Manfred
In America, you can always find a party. In Russia , the party always
finds you .-Y. Smirnoff
The Irish ignore anything you can 't drink or Punch -an old
English saying
What do you call a newt on land?
Fig Newtons! - Mr. Stone I Beth and I
A child is a curly, dimpled lunatic. - Emerson
That's right , Hitler was Churchill and Roosevelt's love child . - Mr.
Sutton
Ya gotta do what ya gotta do - Stallone in Rocky IV
Let others praise ancient times ; I am glad I was born in these - Ovid
(ca. 23 B.C.)
Gaiety is the most outstanding feature of the Soviet Union . - Joseph
Stalin
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Dedication
The Class of2001 ,the last class to have Mr. Zodhiates as an English and Philosophy
teacher, dedicates this Yearbook to him. We will remember the laid back but
educational atmosphere of his classroom and the long student lead discussions.
Mr. Z, as we affectionately called him, always boosted our self-esteem by honestly
accepting what we had to say, even if he didn't agree. His openness permeated the
classroom and helped us express our opinions more freely. Many students will
remember the creative assignments that they created for Mr. Z's English and
Philosophy classes. All of us will keep memories of Mr. Z and the things that
happened in his classes. For better or for worse, we will never look at Little Red
Riding Hood in the same way. Those who were lucky enough to go with him on the
Greece trips have even more stories to tell. With two children enrolled in UN I, Mr.
Z always welcomed students into his life and home. Despite our appeals and
petitions to the administration we lost Mr. Z as a teacher. However, we wish him the
best of luck teaching in Greece.

(l-r, t-b) A whole bunch of
us at the subbie year
disorientation; Susan,
J anaki and B eth share
happy moments on the old
3rd floor; Michelle and
Tara are having fun at a
sleepover; Anu looks so
young and carefree.
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(l-r. t-b) The lovely Masha is holding our grand
prize of the day- a phone book; Nick struts his
stuff before The Mousetrap; Careful Eric or your
lface might freeze like that; Awww Jenny and Ilina
are just so cute; Galen defends his stairwell- none
shall pass without answering questions three;
Fanzi smiles for the camera; Tara 'Crepe-face'
Alan promotes French club food sales; Matt
studies in the kitchen; Kathryn shows off her
killer... boxers; Susan smiles sweetly.
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(1-r, t-b ); Jason looks like a long
lost Blues Brother; Chaeta loves
her spoon- she could eat it all day;
Young-Bee is one happy happy guy;
Charlie stands his ground and
bravely turns away from all the
senior picture chaos; Let it snow,
let it snow, let it snow; Adam
iRagheb stuffs his face yet again;
John says 'Lemme at him' after he
gets run down by a car; Kelly is one
cool cucumber; Carl smiles as he
eats his rice cake.
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Senior Ballots
Most Athletic:Michelle B. & Galen
Cutest:Fanzi & Portis
Best Dressed:Meera & Ayo
Most Likely to be Jailed.· Kathryn & Chang
Most Original:Chaela & Martin
Nicest: Susan & NickS.
Biggest Flirt:Laila & Matt W
Loudest:Diane & John
Craziest:Anu & Chang
Best Couple:Fanzi & Weissman
Best Imaginary Couple 1:Ben L & DanS.
Best Imaginary Couple 2:Anna & Yong-Bee
Dirtiest Mind.·Diane & Jimmy
Most Naive:Janaki & Portis
Funniest.·flina & Dan S.
Biggest Pimp:Laila & Carl
Cheerleader Wannabe:Rebekah, Yong-Bee
Best Smile:Janaki & Carl
Most Friendly.·flina & NickS.
Shyest: Susan & Justin
Best Hair:Janaki & Ian
MostArtistic:Kathryn & Martin
Teacher's Pet.·Rachel & Zhubin
Teacher's Enemy:Beth & John
Best Dancer:Fanzi & Ian
Laziest.·Anna & Chang
Most Diligent:Rachel & Chris
Most Likely to Succeed.· Carol & Weissman
Most Normal: Jenny & Ben S.
Nicest Ass:Gillian & John
Biggest Politican:Ayesha & Matt W
Most Opinionated: Beth & John
Spaciest:Anna & Martin
Happiest.· Tara & Portis
Most Changed: Gillian & Tony
Most Likely to Marry A Monahan:
Beth & Yong-Bee
(1-r, t-b) Susan and Justin aren't shying awayfrom
the camera; John and Beth know how to piss ojj
their teachers,· Shap and Ltjf, what else is there to
say?,· Rachel and Chris are working hard, again.
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Senior Prophecy
Ayo Adesida becomes the next Shaft. Tara Alan starts her own bakery, and teaches Tae Kwon
Doe. Jenny Bartlett moves to France and becomes a volleyball champion. Carol Baym becomes a
successful doctor, and marries a hot gymnast. Allison Beck is an ice-skating coach. Jason Boyd
takes over a small country and leads raids on neighboring countries. Gillian Bregman returns to
Canada and is a practicing lawyer. Carl Broadbent is rich and successful from his computer programs, and has a truckload of honeys. Michelle Byrne tours clubs around the world as a deejay.
Martin Ceperley becomes famous for a new genre of photography. Eric Chang is the biggest
firearms dealer in the US. Anna Chen does voices for animal cartoons. Ayesha Choudhury is CEO
of the Gap. Chas Conway takes over Apple Computer, but injures himself while flying his plane.
Kelly Digges achieves fame with his alternate histories. Kristin Emilsson perfects the thirteen layer
cake. Kathryn Faith utilizes her aquatic abilities to become Miss Dunk-Tank America. Michelle
Feltes wins a Nobel Prize for medicine. Zhubin Gahvari takes over the IMF. Masha Gelfand has
the world's largest pen collection. Tony Khan coaches basketball and is still filthy rich. Rebekah
Kunkel becomes an great athletic trainer. Dina Kuriashkina is Anna Kournikova' s agent and plays
tennis 24/7. Katherine Lamb joins the US Women's Soccer team. Ben LefT becomes a soccer
mom. Justin Lehmann talks constantly, and hunts with John and Chang every other weekend.
Yong-Bee Lim gets arrested for hugging strangers. Judy Liu splits her time between her computer
programs and her Playstation. Nick Lowry shows the world that superheros do exist. Fanzi Mao
changes her frrst name, and joins the New York business world. Gabe Mathy goes to work with
Chippendales to show the world how sexy he is. Charles Melby-Thompson lives in Japan as a
cellist. John Murdoch gets hit by a truck while jaywalking to the gun show. Ian Orland is a surfer
living on the Australian coast and hangs out with Kate Murphy. Chris Otto becomes a brilliant,
world-famous composer. Anu Paruchuri starts the new religion of Harrison Fordism, and marries
Tom Cruise. Janaki Patel becomes a dietician for the US Women's Soccer team. Diane Plewa
wins frrst place in an Exploravision contest and then becomes an Exploravision judge. Eric Portis is
a successful graphics designer, but is stuck in a Japanese airport because he keeps missing his flight.
James Prell becomes the next ee cummings, and keeps teasing Diane. Adam Ragheb is a rich
farmer and lives in a pyramid. Galen Reeves sets a new record in the Boston Marathon. Eithan Ritz
beats Bobby Fisher, and is still his usual sunny self. Lalla Saied becomes the candygram queen of
the world. Nick Sansone writes sellout Broadway plays. Ben Sapp is still driving his hatchback.
Matt Schiel becomes a brilliant scientist. Susan Sefranek is a chef at a Japanese restaurant. Meera
Sekar works at Vogue as fashion editor-in-chief. Dan Shapiro helps children with ADD, and keeps
in touch with Ben Leff. Beth Slattery is a CNN correspondent in Ireland. Michaela Tarr develops
her own line of prom dresses. Melinda Taub stars in Broadway plays. Rachel Walsh makes purple
gymnastics sportswear and equipment. Daniel Weissman gets a Ph.D from Harvard and returns to
Uni to teach Physics Ray-style. Matt Woodbury restores dignity to the White House as president.
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Baby
Pictures

Diane Plewa

Kristi Emilson

Kathryn Faith
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Galen Reeves

Thomas Bailey

Ian Orland

Jenny Bartlett

Judy Liu

Ben Sapp

Masha Gelfand

John Murdoch

Rachel Walsh

Chas Conway
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Wills

I, Ayo, of sound mind and able body leave the following things. A head nod to Mr.
Sutton, a real class to Castellon, some compassion to Jockusch, a new coaching
staff to the soccer team, some size to the basketball team(s). And to the following
students I'll leave a "wassup" to Andy Seth, Varun, Sanaz and Zhub, head nod and
some chapstick to Love, some bruises/stitches for Cussins, some prozac and retarded jokes to Sutton, some Judaism to Tal, some wrestling matches and ripped
khaki's to Flynn, a japanese pencil and some hugs to Patty, some ritalin and random crap to Joe, a real car system and more random crap to Derek, a hot chick for
Devin, a pillow fight to Zych, the Jazz Band rhythm section to Doug and inteligence
to Weis man, some coolness to Uni social events and senior class, and finally a
"go to hell and die"/ass kicking to the whole school! peace.
I, Tara Alan, leave the following stuff to the following people: To Kris K., I leave
4 more years at Uni, PAO, a "hey!" and a smile. John Orland gets my grandpa and
a place to eat lunch upstairs. To LucieR., I leave Art, clothe , France, a shopping
trip to TJ Maxx and Chicago(!), a lot oflaughs, and a hug. We should get together
in France! Molly G. gets 4-H, French Club, North Carolina, and tons of thanks for
being so sweet and helping out so much with French Club. Natalie G.! Hey
sweetie! You get to be Big Suzie and chill with Math Daddy. Also, you get long
talks about guys. -And a lifetime supply of fine, sweet, kind, perfect guys! Talyou get Drama, French, a smile and a hug. Doug, you get Junior Prom. Alexandra,
you get French Club, and someone (me) who always agree with you in Social Ad.
To Louis, thank you for kicking my butt three times a week, becau e I have loved
it Danny D, I appreciate your friendship so much! To Kathy &Marcelo, you get
me as your "daughter" and all my love. KrazyKarina gets happiness(!) and all my
love and all my thanks for your support. Mommy and Daddy (you guys get property of your dreams) and Lian (you get a wonderful life ahead of you, the Nobel
Peace prize, and thanks for "opening my eyes" ), I love you so much. You are the
best parents and brother in the world. Teachers and faculty that I love (I hope you
know who you are), THANK YOU for all the good times (and good grades.) To
everyone else, mwa mwa mwa I love you. Be happy.
I, Thomas Bailey, being sound of mind, and currently in an non-extraditing country, do bequeath the following: To Devin- a game of shuffleboard with the grandparents, a swift kick in the ass, and an all expense paid trip to Amsterdam w/ Flynn.
Ayo- Laetita Casta, and a pad in the Caymans. lsserman- Gainful employment
with Jaegermei ter. Illina- a bottle ofMoutain Dew, and the knowledge that the
Yellow Breasted Warbler is unable to wear underpants in the northern tier of the
United States. Faith- carpet cleaner, and a case of duty free Kaluha. Ciolli- his
very own Hooters franchise, one of these hot Italian chicks that we've got over
here, and long live the Dr. Howard days. Ray Carruba- an honorary mafia membership (if he hasn't already got one). Little Slick- a nickname in dependant of your
older brother, and all the stuff Cioli got. And finally to Mrs Newman and Mr.
(sorry for calling you "Suttie") Sutton thanks for being the best.
I, Jenny Bartlett, being of broken body and mind will the following stuff to these
people whom I love. To Emily M., a cute soccer stud and lip talent. To Nicole V.,
a straightened out floor. To Andy, long talks of how sucky boys are. To Rachel,
UHGB 99-00 and more quarters of play. To Snazzy, pink pre-wrap, 7W, and a
mirror. To Kate, setter magic. To Cranny, "don't run!" and my block out skills. To
Ruth, post-power for senior year. To Helen, a three-point shot. To Maria, sexy
pants and stupid boys. To Alexandra, skinny-dipping, and whistlers. To Natalie,
driveway talks. To Doug, keep away and 500 games @ lA. To Flynn, Ben's house
and the pillow. To Balint, the funkyest shoes ever. To Peter, nice ties and one last
dance. To Noah Z., bushjumping. To V, a desk and a private phone in the P.E.
office. To G, 15 points in a varsity game and a "wassup!?" and to Tito, "get yo
thumb outta my eye!" Everyone else gets a hug and a kiss. Goodbye all.
I, Carol Lis Baym, hereby leave the following stuff to the following people: To
Laura, I leave Schoko-Keks Milka, an "I'd like to frauenlob *his* strasse," a half
birthday present, and goofy pictures at the tech; Roxanne- high-five; John- a lackey
of your own; Ligia get trips to Bagelman's, some gossip, and MANGO! ; Arnit gets
a smile and a nod; Nicole V gets a slap on the back because you're younger than
me!; Melinda- a cute, toothy smile; Mark- candy; Sara gets the ability to remember
my name; Katerina gets better fashion sense than me; To Andres, I leave a hey in
the hall, schade in TKD class, and a big hug because you are so awesome!; Traci
gets the Mango Guy; To Katie, I leave quiet chatter about you-know-who in orchestra and a weird noise everytime you think about him; Natalie- JCREW clogs!;
Hannah gets a skit *not* about sports; To Ruth, my tuning ... woman, I leave 8
great years of school together; Kate- UPS and a settable toss -SB; To Bob, I leave
8th hour chats about the future and a girl as cute as you are; Madeline receives one
crudjughitand thanks for keeping me calm and focused (really); To everyone else,
I leave thanks for getting me where I am today. Peace.

sessions. To Angela Wang, I leave a permanent IMPE pass, a great senior volleyball season.
and a spot on the Prime Time Elite next year. To Mayu Hara, I leave an endless upply of
Panera and plane tickets to Florida (and Arizona). To Maria Zych, I leave a bottle to capture
your energy and you have to send it to me. To Yi Ding, my thanks for your computer help. To
Mr. Murphy, Ms. Evans, and Mrs. Ridenour, a great big chicken that visits your Art Explor-ation class everyday. To Mrs. Suslick, I leave an easier group of seniors to work with next year,
and my thanks for being so nice. To all of my other teachers who have helped me, I thank you
very much.
I Jason Boyd, being of superior mind and unparalleled body, do hereby bequeath the follow·
ing stuff to the following stuff-receivers: to Ray, a day without narcotics references or inter·
ruptions; to Mr. Sutton, the Eastern border of Germany after WWI; to Mr. Butler, a day of rest
and a secretary; to Costi, a girlfriend and pot-remover; to Dan, Lions, Tigers, and Bears-Oh
My!, and my patented freeze-cleaning method; to Alex, accessible monetary funds and a
monkey assistant; to Justin Lee, a crazy Greek from Crete and all the bread I stole from him;
to Mr. Russell, a green suit and a pot of Gold; to Dug, a new thrower, maybe this time one that
gets up in the morning; to Kris Coombes a friendly 'hello' and his own subbie friend; to all the
nominally male freshmen students, testo terone supplements, puberty will be yours one day;to
Autumn, a big tall glas of conservatism, you need it; to Ligia, the Yellow Brick Road, and a
cookie whenever you want one. Servitude and Domination for all!
I, Gillian J. Bregman, being of dreamy mind and sound body, hereby bequeath the following:
to derek, joe and doug, the b-club boys, i Leave a field trip, a potluck, the botanical gardens, my
house, and the b-club girls. maria gets a good guy, a long talk over coffee, a sleepover and all
my love, balint gets my heUabombnice blue coat, mexico, string cheese, 6,a scholarship to art
school, and a gucci-rivaling line of fashion i get to wear. peter gets some shrimp. traci itoyou're the best! you get anything you want. to ligia i leave starting vball setter status, and a
symphony bar. natalie gets a fun night on the town in d-ville with some d-ville hotties (i'm
sorry!), vball, and thanks for always being sweet. to amelia, traci, sanaz: NSYNC4EVA! xan·
glue girls! and sheep. to sanaz, meera's wardrobe. girl soccer-BF!! veronica zych gets to
warm the bench with me forever, while becoming a tar goalie at the same time. noah gets a
ride and blond jewish power. tac-halloween. amelia gets to be the coolest girl in school next
year. i leave ayesha saied 4 wonderful years at uni. the triumveret gets my love forever. and
finally, everyone else, i leave you peace and love--I'll rnis you.
I, Carl Broadbent, bestow my trash to the following people: To Ray I leave the Park, and late
night visits. To Mr. Murphy I leave the 25 minutes it took me to find my locker. Doug Mynatt
gets a new hockey stick. Ty Overstreet gets his name screamed as loud as possible, the games
of floor hockey I will never be allowed to play, and a chance to tretch with the gymnasts. Mr.
Beesthry gets Ethan Chew and many more Murdochs. Speaking of Ethan, he gets 8 pats on
the back every single day for the rest of his life. Evan Cording recieves the tenor section, wet
pants in the morning, gallons of Naked Juice, the wonders of puberty, the look on the face of
that deer, and my ways with Ladies. Naresh Jegadeesh, you're stuck with prejudice comments
in the middle of the night on mork:, and Pokemon (especially Jigglypuff and Flying ut).
Costi Yannelis, is now the proud owner of Atul Kale, use him well. Kimmy Wentling and
Stevie Schein each get a broken record of the Elmo Song, for late nights when they don't feel
like making Long distance phone calls. David Grayson may you have hours of fun playing
Trojka. Tal Kitron gets a "What Would Jesus Do?" t-shirt Kyle Barkmeier I care about you,
o you get pants. Greg Colombo, I know you already got these, but you get all the jokes you
made in chorus that I never got Daniel "the Grin-Dog" Grinols, I leave my love and support
and all the characteri tics that made me a moron and a half-wit. Now, I will pass on my
beloved nicknames. Naresh I know it doesn't make any sense, (but I know you want it) you
get the title ofWhitie. Ty you are now known as Pinky. And Jonathan Climer is the school's
new Stormin' Mormon.
I, Michelle Byrne, leave this stuff behind. To V - some butt shorts, games at Scott Park, Cory
Bradford, and a Scoop n' Scram. ToG- Brian Cook and the Fre h Prince of BelAire. To Peter
- a dragon that only LOOKS like a dog. To Helen- the guts to talk to Eugene. To Ruth- a hot
college guy. To Andy- po t power. To Cranny- a shot at being the next Mia Hamm. To Kate
-a cool three point shot and I'm returning the many awesome assists ... somehow. To TraciLucas Johnson without the shaved head. To UHGB -an attitude. To the two Lackies- nothing.
To Leslie- someone who listen . To Tim- Milka. To Ethan - banana smoothies. To Laura E.
- 30 DM, Frauenlobstras e, and Apo-his-theke. To Evan- more stress because you don't have
enough. To Bob- pastels. To Guy- extra Russian Scrabble tiles to hamelessly cheat with. To
the science department- my sanity. To Herr W., Ms. Laughlin, Ka~a, and Merf- a million
thanks; I owe a lot to you. Everyone I forgot, get over it. Everything I forgot I leave to Nicole,
along with some power tools, and a few rides home, plus one-on-one with Allison Curtin.
i, martin ceperley, give orne assorted items to some people. aurora gets orne meat. emilia
gets some meat. toby gets a cookie. devin gets an unidentified piercing. tal gets me. gsa gets a
pink pie with razor triangles in it. alex gets a cool hat. kyle gets some flowers. mr garvey gets
a stick of butter. dave porreca gets a better job, or, a cot in the mac Lab.
I, Eric S. Chang, leave the following stuff to the following people: To Costi, I leave the
memory of doing stupid things on campus, lots of dirty discu sions, trips to Walgreens, and
male figure skating. To Chin-Dog, I leave Hot Wok, Taco Bell, and the Danville Wings. To
Doug Main, I leave the percus ion section of the orchestra. To next year's seniors, I leave my
eagerness to get out of this school.

L Ayesha Choudhury, of relatively sound mind and brown body bequeath the following: to
alex, dan a, and hannah I leave my cherished ghetto calculator (foo.) and a night at the ch-teau

I, Allison Beck, leave Jie Wang a fun senior year and more Christmas ice skating
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with diego to steamy latin (er, transylvanian) lover. tog, the two of a kind building,ju t like I
promised. to the UHGS booters a game against danville, dig deep. to Anita, my white indian
latina sister, and the rest of the pigment enhanced theatre crowd I leave gallons of base to
match your skin color. to karen and emily, the indistinguishable latin twins, I give my fan club,
for safe keeping. to maria, a spotter ready for orne squeaky mall talk. to ligia some FMR, for
Afun. nicole v gets a daily ~COLE!:5: greeting on the way to pe. to the class of 7t02 I leave
eight hours of sleep and the silent ohm, it is perfection. to sanaz and nicole b, I leave guapos
con cuerpos, if I ever find any. to eric, johnny z, and bob I leave spaghetti. innumerable thanks
to ms. laughlin, rns. newman, ray (AAC is yours), morri , coach bill, and lisa for helping
become what I am today.

LCharles Alvin Conway, in my half conscious and mostly apathetic mood do leave the following items to people who just aren't cool enough to graduate along with me. To the subbies,
abig ass 1-beam to uncreatively hold even more weight To Ray, an even larger troboscope to
hick students into thinking their homework isn't nearly as trivial as it seems. Ray also gets to
keep the Voldine 2000 and the ability to make fan spin backwards. To Mr. Stone, even more
late nights slaving away at Exploravi ion projects. To Mrs. Wells I leave a digital video camera and a copy of iMovie (literally). Herr W. gets a Guide to the Stars Hollywood celebrity
book and a bigger "garage" to fit all of his students' food and toy cars. Mr. Russell gets blinder
shades for the math room. To Barb I leave the bad weather morning attendance "secret"
untold. Noah Z. gets to be top-dog yearbook editor leading his photoshopping staff to publication. To John 0. I leave a pile of techno cd' and becoming dj george's new lackey. To
everyone I forgot... and there are many, you will eventually get my position as a senior at
which time you will rejoice thoroughly. To the faculty who lack graduation to look forward to,
I leave the "enjoyment'' of teaching u ·gifted kids and a raise.

LKelly Digges, being of agile mind and fragile body, do hereby bequeath the following stuff
to the following people: To Mrs. Laughlin, I leave a narrow escape and a held hand for punish-

ment. To Mr. Butler and Mr. Sutton, I leave many thanks for teaching me how much I loved
history and about a million questions that start, "What if... " To Mr. Stone and to Katya, I leave
students who love their subjects as much as I do but are a lot better at them. To Ray, I leave
someone who will hound him with as many bizarre sci-fi questions as I did. To Herr W, I leave
ein grosses Auto and an obscure German wrestler. To Ligia, I leave Medieval Combat. To
Alex, I leave my best wishes and all the male leads for the next year. To Ma'ayan, I leave
impending phone calls and email, be t wishes, and all my love. To my dear friend Hannah, I
leave luck in everything, a successful theater career, the promise of many phone calls, and all
the brotherly love you can stomach. To those I didn't name, I leave a wave, a smile, and all my
best Really.

LKristi Emilsson, being of powerful mind and beautiful body, do hereby bestow the following
stuff to the following: Ms. Laughlin gets impromptu poetry, Mr. Garvey gets Quebecios muic. Mr. Stone keeps my appreciation and gets one odonata and a meal at Taco Bell. To
Murphy I give a hotel room in Peoria, ice cream from Woody's, someone to always walk in
five minutes late, and my endless thanks for keeping me sane these five years. Ms. JacobsonHarris gets the CU contra dancers. The Madrigals get a trip to Europe and some tenors; Evan
gets ice and a may basket Emilia gets a slap on the ass (good job!). Andrea, you get your Mad.
dress back plus the picture I didn't take of you in that hotel bed with Sims; Sims gets Michigan
Mom and my solo two octaves down. Kaplan gets some smut and booze to put in his viola
case. Laura gets 1st at IMEA. Ruth gets a less-awkward phone conversation and some poetry;
Alex gets Whitewash the cow. Jimmy gets Titanic, Eithan gets snow, Diane gets more sexy
lingerie and fluency in French. Matt and Chaeta keep all my friendship. (I adore you! Bork
Bork Bork!) Everyone else: you get Uni. Love it or hate it, but take care of it. Ay high, breath
deep, seek peace.

LKathryn Faith, leave the following things to the following people:Naresh, Eugene, and Tytbe Pirnpin Song and fly hoes to be in Naresh' s video; Melissa- a song and a joke; Katie- Bath
and Body Works; Abby- skanky clothes and a Tyson party; To the Swim Team- a lockerroom
musical and a rockin 2001 season; Noah Z.- a slap on the face; Patty- someone else to laugh at;
Devin- sensitivity; Tal- an evil star; Derek- your own show and more Tom Green pranks;
Emilia my wife- a hug, and a coolest locker and wardrobe award; GSA- more members and
good talks; Aynn- a laugh for being such as softy; Balint- a job as a topless break dancer and
Parsons;Joe- a ghetto pound and~kickyo ass! Ethan- security Chicken lives; Kyle- whips
and chains and cuffs and LIX; Squirrel- a date to the prom; Love- a can to the head and a kiss;
oah- a safe ride New Years; Uni- I won't miss you.

LMichelle Feltes, being of a sort of sound mind and body, do bequeath the following to the
following people: Ruth - a real prom date and thanks for being so nice; Suraiya - a biology
class without bugs or fetal pigs and a trip to Wolf Park and a hug for missing it; Emelia- an
everlasting film class (it was so much fun, wasn't it?); the Chess team- a year without all of us

bo sy seniors; Mr. Stone - thanks for putting up with us during Exploravision; Ms. Wells thanks for doing chess; all of my other teachers and faculty - thanks for putting up with me and
my class, no one else could have done it for five years; to everyone else, goodbye and good
luck.

LZhubin Gahvari, being of incredible Jewishness, bestow the following: to the boys XC team,
atrip to state, future success, and the bj (armstrong); Ben gets the "sodomizer" to use on Rio;
Schwinny gets mad speed and "Honorary Jew" status; Mini-me becomes faster than bigSlighter and gets three 45's on each side; Evan gets a nice and FRIENDLY (oh behave!) pat on
the back and Eric L. gets to regulate; Guy gets NOTHING! ; Breault gets continued harassment from me; Lil'Orland gets the beatdown he deserves; J. Climer gets a friendly greeting for
once; Airplane gets a crash; Smitty, Yi, and Ellen get <iostrearn.h>; Ciolli gets Srnackdown

Thurs-Sat; Tal becomes a "Real Jew"; Aynn gets success in life; John Sapp gets something
cool; Sutty gets a million Mankind stickers; Steph and Jocelyn get beef tongue; Meera P. gets
a green cow; Ruth gets a friendly "RUTH!"; Verner gets a life; Amit gets more illegal stuff to
do; and finally, to crazy Ma'ayan, a hug, a kiss, and a piece of my heart I give thanks to all my
teachers, esp. CB, BS, EJ, DS, DB, Ray, and Doug. May the Hying Gahvari Brother Tradition
Live on. Adios Amigos.
I, Masha Gelfand, being of sound (well ....) mind and body do hereby bequeath the following:
To Ruth, a big thank-you forall the fun (and the rides to school). To Stephie, a walk to AND
from school and a promise that ONE day, I'll actually see your new dog. TalK., you get a" Hi,
Tal!" To Chew, a copy of my genetics notes. To Jie, one more day of you beating us to
Kenney. Alex M., Hannah M ., Dan A, Sangita S., Karen H. and Kate C. receive some
pigeons that they can treasure until the end of time. Molly Lewis gets some feminist poetry.
To everyone that I forgot while writing this will, please forgive me, and know that you have
made the past five years really fun for me. Ciao.
I, Tony, leave the following. To Love I leave a DVD of "the Burbs" and some shred of hope
that Michael Jordan might come back and save the Bulls, plus a game of FUMBLE! To Tom
I leave 70 yoinks, 40 hubidy' s, and an "Aw, Dave!" To Devin, I leave another Playstation, and
I hope that Brendan carries on the proud M-D tradition. Hey, Joe, I'm in TGI Fridays, I'm in
Mathematica. To Aynn, I leave another bottle of St. John's Wort To Matty, I leave the point
guard slot, and I know I'm leaving it in capable hands. And to Coach, I leave a better assistant.
I, Rebekah Kunkel, bequeath the following to my dearests. Natalie- a decent job at the N
tournament. Sanaz- a mirror. Balint- Aetcher street UHGB- WINS!!!, the weightroom(use
it!), lots of ice and tape, the backseat of the bus, a shin splint free season, and a practice where
no one gets injured. Kate-lots of3-pointers and a bus table. Andy-a good knee, a long Madrigal dress, and lots of matchmaking fun. Cranny- the weapon of bony elbows! Helen- my envy
of your shrimp shirt. Ruth- if you shoot, they will foul you! G- some point guard power. V- a
1-on-1 game with Cory Bradford. Traci- wassy! Nicole and V- Athletic Training fun. Nicole,
V, G, and Traci- a night out stalking the men's b-ball team. Mr. Stone- a bio class listening to
the Rent soundtrack. Ms. Morris- candygrarns and SWAT. Mr. Murphy- a smile and one last
"Kunkel!". Sally- an orange warm-up and a working weightroom radio. Merf- coachable
athletes, Mountain Dew, no 1st hour PE classes, a purple motorcycle, and my deepest graditude
for everything. And finally, Nicole gets Allison Curtain, Phi-Phi, a chance to drive underclassmen around for a change, and the turkey. My love to you all, Rebs.
I Ilini Kurshinakki, being of pure alcohol body, leave the following thingiemabobs: Betenia"MY personal experience" and ferris bueler 2 to star in; Cussins- Sorority House Massacre;
Isserwoman: older ladies on new years; G and V- madrigal spots: V- Budweiser; Matty9. 7,getting TEARY eyed, and the finger: Yi- a Ding Dong; Evan- a Diaper and Atkins; Balinta gay stance; Peter- a date with Atrayo; Iversen- ICQ; Devin- a date with Atrayo after Peter's
done; Sims- a funny walk, and E-European connections; Elian Gonzales- his name back; Tychris kataan skills, banana attack, Twits, Hair Forest, and a loud fuuuunk; Johnny- whats
johnny up to today?; Doug- heroin gear, a kilt, and a swim in the toilet; Maria- "rnarrrria", and
a guy that treats you like a princess; Guy-privet, Scrabble(no that's NOT a word); Cranny- my
soccer skills; Smitty- a hormonal stablilizer; Smobazz-an extra screen door to bust a MacGuyver
on; John Orland-Radio-radio-radioactivity, djdjdjdjdj George, and Josie; Amit- keep it ALL
on the d/1, swing, NAT University, my 14.4 modem, Hello This Is_., and good willie hunting; Kate-a sly "kaaatemurphy" and a big sweet smile; Beesley-- my Anna paraphernalia, and
Ilina-Sorry; Herr W- "don't go there", another sports bra fiasco, a broken window at Kenney,
Deutsch Klub(wenn du nicht spaet bist), and eternal thanks for everything taught. Finally,
much love to all yallz.

I, Ben Leff, leave the following. Devin: decision-making, my mad game with the ladies and
on the sports fields, the guy dancing in Ferris Bueller, UU and Jim, and Bo Li (what?). I'll miss
ya. Sutty: the bitch hierarchy, and cy thao. Keep in touch. Joe, Peter, and Balint: Uni soccer
(like it wasn't yours already), especially LEADERSHIP capacity. Matt, Aynn, Love: the ball
team (same as above), you'll be awesome next year. Noah, Matt, Devin: the baseball team (oh
wait). Derek: GRAIN PILE GRAIN PILE! That's a flat, and yeah, your parents are on their
way. Ciolli: An ass whooping from Morris Virgil, Rose, Gargoyle, and some big ol'
mmmditties ... Love: hella buckets, chorus, Popsicles (hell yeah!). Tom: a haunted house,
something to open your mouth when you talk, and, yes, you can beat my ass. Trace-dogg:
lucas, the LB (someone better be on board), billy m. (shampoo is better!), and you better have
gotten me a pic!. Nikki: knowledge that you look YOUNGER than me and the game. Xan: a
@#$%. Snazzy: a MATURE guy. Junior girls: thanks for taking me places like hooters and
chilling with me at custard cup, movies, and IM. Wyyyy: your initials, a grit, and come on
WYYY, and the Mariners, they're well. Snake: well game, another grit, and, Butch, you gonna
have you two more years of them there high school. HMMM! Everything else goes to ERIC

BARR.
I, Young- Bee Lim, being of relatively strong mind and body, hereby leave the following
people several of my personal items: To Justin Lee I leave lots of red pepper, cornstarch and
many calls from Eric Wright. To Crystal I leave happy thoughts, a sweet smile and a knife to
kill Charlie if he gets out of line. To Charlie, I leave some of my memory cells for him to use.
To Mr. Sims, I leave a crazy Murphy and Andrea. To Murphy, I leave an interesting couple
and a fiddle that plays only quartertones. To Mads, I leave another fun year of music and
leaking. To the showgirls, I leave a timed-step and some happy days. To Yoon-Jung, a fun
position at Kurnon with Phenix, and another great 4 years of Uni. To Ms. Gomez's students,
lots of shih-tzus. And finally, I big hank you to everyone who has made my years at Uni
speciaJ ... oh! I forgot one thing. Charlie, I also leave you with Chris and Jimmy. :) Goodbye.
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I, Fanzi Mao, being of tired mind and...oh screw it. The point is that I am leaving-LEAVING! The following people should get something. Kaplan gets first board, and a hobby other
than chess; Shiang gets the crown for random attacks; Yi gets a good kick in the nuts; Brian
gets more stupid t-shirts, Japanese food, and all of my normalcy (you need it); Tobin gets a pair
of my hoes, no more trips to foreign countries (weirdo); Mary finds some girls to join chess,
and all my Japanese and chess skills; Leila gets Jazz ill classes, and fun solos (preferably w/o
Michael Jackson songs) in the next recital; Noah Z. gets another Yearbook class filled with
Beesley's random comments, and someone to check all his work; Nick gets a wonderful new
life in PA, and What? emails; Scott gets someone to drive him around, and some sex before he
graduates. Japan Club gets new leadership. Mrs. Wells gets more sane people to play chess,
and a medal from the next state meet! Mrs. Ito gets a class that listens to her, a million dollars
to pay back Chang, more Stuffed Tofu, and a big hug. My mom gets her perfect house and
more sleep. Dad, you get your silly supercomputer and more property. Melissa gets everything and anything she ever wants, and all my love. I get freedom. Cya. =) Fanzi
I, Gabriel Patrick Mathy, leave the following stuff to the following people: To Doug Main, I
leave Troop 101. To Tal, I leave Miami sports teams, and a towel fight. To Matty, I leave a
piece of fruit leather. To ChinDog, I leave Hot Wok, Taco Bell, and the Danville Wings. To
my ister, I leave Uni High. To Varun, I leave stopper. To Murphy, I leave Joe, Derek, and
Noah. Have a great next year.
I, John D. Murdoch, being of rural, traditional mind and muscular, rugged body, do hereby
bequeath unto the following entities the following items. Dan Hill receives a Pillsbury doughboy
costume. Mr. Sutton and Matt get many future fishing trips. Bob, Smitty and Marshak get
another trip to Sing-Ma Ray of course, receives an actual lesson plan, a big van, a 500 acre
marijuana farm in Kentucky, and a cure for carpal tunnel syndrome. Devin gets lip, nose and
tongue piercings. Herr W gets a tanker truck of Rogaine. Grindawg gets one good solid game
of tackle football, and an ambulance ride afterwards. Yi Ding gets a shower, Odor eaters
powder, industrial grade detergent, deodorant, and cologne. My sister will finally have me out
of the house, the gift she wants more than any other.
I, Ian Orland have some stuff to say and some other stuff to give away. John, the bro, gets a
taste in music, my stunning charm, an awesome high school in PN, and some of my old
SURFER ways. Abe gets a safer ride home on short Fridays, and all my D+D skillz. Johnny
Sapp gets a noogie and a 4 foot cutie. Andre can get a sweet solo in JB, and so can Jerry.
Soccer team gets another suh-WEEr season with D. Sutton gets a career ending injury in XC,
and is forced to play soccer. Ciolli can get a brim full of asha. My PCC caseload all get full
rides to DACC. Andrea gets someone else to hang around her locker. Sanaz can have a hi-5
and a Pokemon named mufasa. Peter+ Balint can let me hang out with them whenever, you
guys rock. PMD, I want your music collection. Tal can have a curse on all his fantasy teams,
and he+ Natalie get the Gargoyle and some happenin' parties in the Mac Lab at 10:00 on a
Saturday night. Frank (he's my boss) gets a continent covered in ewes, a new secret place,
some peach pie, a beeeg smile, an awesome 12th year of (employment), and me as a lifetime
par(d)ner. Finally, I give a shout out to all my teachers (Sutty can have a new buff crew), and
to everyone I leave the knowledge that swimming is the real man's sport.
I, Chris Otto, bestow the following: to Mr. Bergandine, real Lederhosen and a "surprise"
winter party "magic" show that works perfectly; to the Uni Orchestra, a string section that is
both deafening and perfectly in tune, a president who actually does something, and the complete orchestral works of Schoenberg, Stravinsky, and Stockhausen; to David K and Laura B.,
the rest of the 17 existing Stradivarius violas to round out their collections; to Music Club,
many more recitals, indecipherable "writing" on the board, and a lifetime supply of "fun"
quizzes; and to Mr. Murphy, a Charles Ives clarinet ensemble, a spacious bam for storing piles
of music and miscellaneous papers, and a plate of delicious bark
Hey. Anu Paruchuri. Short, black hair, brown eyes, full-blooded Asian-Indian, screwed-up
mind. With that said, following stuff goes to following people. Jclimer: an Axis&Allies set
for Agora Days; molly lewi another round of"Moses"; mgoldwasser: xtreme buffness from
Jane Fonda videos (w/ dance lessons); tal: "Hi Tal"; ngoel: the Uni van complete with candy
basket, bottled water, Q96, an icy I-74; Latin Club: Wed. lunches sacrificed for paghetti
sales; noah z, jzech, eric L: command of latin club, leftover noodles & plain sauce to eat
(Elliot-style) with coins dropped in it; bob monahan: garlic bread; evan: a world of "reality",
spaghetti sauce with coins, Fritz, the chamber groups; mzych: 10 reps on bench; isserman:
spaghetti w/ no sauce; sanaz: Spanish skills, un Persian guapo; nicole b: steamy episodio de
"Pasiones"; nicole van k: anything you want; mhines: I"''ll see you in COURT!!; Ray: a
morbid bong (use it wisely), unbreakable chalk, a nice shirt for laundry days; Mrs Newman:
a class that translates w/o diversions, lots of scrambled eggs, a Happy Box; Mr. B.: "H-bomb
Testing at Woodstock" on DVD; Beesley: Joan Rivers fashion review marathon onE!; Mr.
Sutton: another girl for Football Club; Warren: another girl to hit your shins in floor hockey;
Uni past present future: may the Force be with you, because the truth it out there, but trust no
one.

L Janaki Patel, being of confused mind and adept body, do hereby bequeath the following: to
my sis Meera, 3 more years here, good luck! and to my sis Uma, a punch in the stomach and
all the N'Sync she can handle; John Orland gets a smile, a nod, and a lunch table full of senior
girls; future candygram queens get to carry on the tradition of SWAT; Beesley gets a better
babysitter who can cut up cow carcass; girls' soccer gets sweet orange uniforms, a uper season, and Billy D's humor and wi dom. YOU CAN DO IT!!! To cross country: runress,
Sectionals, MU :), and many thanks for just being the BEST geese ever. You guys have what
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it takes--put your heart in it and you'll rock the state next year. Sangita gets back-in-the-day
memories of SIC, roller blade combinations, the maze, and two more years. The rest of my
ICS po se gets more dancing (haha), Who Wants to Be A Gulab-Jamunaire, and a backpacking trip through India. Veggies everywhere get my respect. Big thank-yous to my teachersyou all are incredible. Goodbye, it's been fun, don't forget to enjoy the good tuff.
I, Diane, being of dreamer mind and hipo-ish body, do bequeath the following to the follow·
ing.: to Mr. Stone, Mrs. Laughlin, M. Garvey and Mrs. Upah-Bant I leave a huge Thank You.
You've been wonderful. To Emily Bruce I leave evening of li tening to Jimmy, Chris and
Charlie talk (scary, aren't they?); to Jie I leave the ability to always dress fasterthanMashaand
I after P.E.; to Emilia I leave butterfly lei ses and memories of second floor, fro h year, 8th
hour; to Tal I leave a "hello Tal!" and a good fight in the lounge; to Chew I leave the know].
edge that you will always be inferior and a head-rubbing incident involving several magical
chicken suits; to Stephie I leave 50% of the profits earned by the new Gaudy Body company
I plan to create and someone who will always walk her home; to Smeemee I leave a razor, a
short man who has memorized every stupid joke in the history of humans, and a big piece of
my non-sentimental heart. And to everyone who I left out, I'm sorry! Blame my twisted mind
and word limitations, not my feelings. I'm gonna rni a lot of you .....
I, Eric Portis, leave some things to some people. To Slichter, a cellist (bet you didn't see that
one comrning). To Patrick, an empty lounge. To Jocelyn, omeone who will remember her
name. To Shawn, a creepy Japanese guy sleeping with one eye open and a "Spin the Spin"
machine. To Marshak, a two foot jumper and some more weight gainer. Matt gets Ayo and
Devin gets Ellen Coslet (?).Emilia gets a prom date and a pillow. To Derek, my Hum CD. To
sensei, a big "mrnmMMMMM!" and thanks for being ... sensei. Mr. B. gets a huge thanks for
teaching me to love hi tory. Mr. Sutton gets my pop can every day from now until eternity and
a "hi" in the hallway. Carruba gets Carl. Beesley gets a magic trick. And fmally, to Ms. Evans,
a ride in my car.
I, Jimmy Prell, leave thi tuff to these people: Toby, Ruth, and Emi-liah get all the liminaries
they can stand and a nice Sophomore slave; Sirn gets a brand-spanking-new Wurlitzer and
the complete collection of Mrs. Miller's songs; Jossie a gum wrapper, my love, and a pair of
earplugs for orchestra; Kaplan the Baldwin; Emily and Laura a year' upply of Chris quizzes;
AnnaS. a guess-who-misses-you-in-orchestra; Alexandra some more Greek les ons; Sanaz a
great big Gra-SEE-as; Stephie a suggestive glance; Doug, Unique is not Grotesque; Kate the
funny timpani part from Russian Sailor's Dance; Chuckie MT yia sou and a non- ingular
matrix; Chris Myron Turbom, bidib, Lillian (a true and Utter falsehood), an inner-quined
meta-proof of the Riemann Hypothesis, cmecnc, a rhythmically treacly po ition, peaches with
nothing in it, and Childsesrens is a what; Diane a villa by the sea with a white rose garden and
a great;) fiftieth birthday; Masha a camel made of marzipan and Kolimvari; Matt marmite; and
Weissman a Danieru no uta. To everyone else, peace and mindfulness. Later.
I, Adam Ragheb, being of non-egyptian mind and non-farming body, do hereby bequeath the
following things to following people and groups. To Little Slic I leave a vocabulary consi ling
only of the words "dude" and "tight". Chin gets omeone else to go to Hot Wok with besides
Chang. Peter gets to be forced to take another year of orchestra. Have fun! Amit gets orne
mad play, lots of Chinese movies, and only one more year at Uni. Climer gets a spot on varsity
and command of his own Starship. Doug Main gets to admit some chicks to Uni. Evan gets
some more ice. Benny gets to be mountain biking's world champion. Guy is a close second.
Smitty gets someone his own age and some fries. Costi gets another trip to Hooters and a
bunch of ones. My third of the Football Club presidency goes to anyone but GrinDawg (hopefully Ty and Marshak). Grindawg gets that as his permanent nickname, a smiley-faceT- hirt,
and a positive attitude on something. Rio gets to be Tai Mai Shu, live on the "Westsiiiiiiiide",
and drive a nasty cop car. Q1 gets aT-shirt with his correct last name on it. Andy Seth gets a
lower voice and some muscle. Yi gets some smell-b-gone. Marc and Andreas get control of
German class. Kimmy gets lots of Rindfleisch. Erin gets to ask all the questions that he wants
to in German Class. Matt and Noah get what's left of the baseball team. Football club gets
some more good games, dedicated pre idents, mud, and lots of picks. Ty doesn't get another
black eye from Gabe's head. Ray gets a large herb garden and some Columbians to help with
the distribution. Asian American Club gets orne more Asians. The whole guy's Cros Country team gets a trip to State but no more huge bonfire. Finally, Uni gets some morals.
I, Galen Reeves, give: Alexandra a ride in my car anytime as long as I don't have to drive, Guy,
Evan, and Slicther Minor the Cro Country team and a trip to state, Balint the weight room,
Flynn a clean driving record, Devin what you never really appreciated, Amit investment club,
Kate a real man, Iversen my computer, Sanaz my car, Traci santa, Sutton more rebounds than
Flynn, Nicole some red fingernail polish, Love a brain, Cus ins a bitch of your own, Padua
some cpp programs, John Orland all the freshman girls, John Sapp John Orland, the future
4x800 a trip to the state finals, French club beaucoup de bon temps, and dug some dog'n' uds.

L Eithan Ritz, being of delectable body and oddly perverse mind do hereby bequeath the
following: Peter gets a ride through the ghetto, blasting Dre, just so he can go bowling. Kappy
gets an army of untrained munchkins to lead into battle and win the IHSA trophy in '03. Doug,
Slichter, and Guy get summer frisbee action. Captain Bill gets some woman to leis and some
hubcaps. Emilia gets my elbows to fondle whenever he wants. Mr. B gets an absolutely dead
quiet hallway so he can teach in peace. Ray gets a lesson plan, a haircut, a shave, a new
wardrobe, a van to roll over, a kitchen prouter, some trivial homework problems, and a hall of
mirrors so he never has to turn around. Aurora gets a stolen car full of nitrous and Starhawk
reading material. Tal gets a fight. Barb gets my eternal respect and some more candles for
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students to hurt themselves with. Little loud freshmen receive bloody deaths from hrup instruments. Warfel gets a lively class discus ion without any Smackdown! references. Everyone
else gets good wishes and good luck with whatever they do.

prodigious poml and a giant brownie. To Natalie G, I leave Jose Cuervo and the ability to
laugh at yourself. To Sanaz, I generously provide a hott Persian guy and a Frada backpack. To
Nicole, a "rockin-lock in" and a boy who finally deserves you!WOMP! To Amelia and her
two favorite girlfriends, I leave a doctor's note and the ability to rule the school!

LLaila F. Saied of mysterious mind & spicy body hereby bequeath the following: To Leila E.
(Green cubes forever!!), I leave ad.mi ion to Juilliard (see you there next year!), michael
jackson to dance to, all the plies used car alesmen would ever want, and a prize for our kickass
ExploraVision project. All Irish saints go to heaven! Balint gets to be the only senior on
Fletcher next year, a road trip to Mexico, & packets of food if you are ever a starving artist
(don't forget your side of the bargain. you send me your clothes) I leave Peter my leftover
shrimp (and you can keep the $9 you owe me) & a joint b-day party Doug, Derek, Joe, my bclub boyz get Mrs. Morris, a potluck & fieldtrip, the subbie boys, & the b-club girl forever.
Doug- no regrets Soccer '00- BOOTY FLOGGIN'!!! I leave Noah a camera w/ an extra long
zoom Germany girls and Devin- "Gurke! ! Gurke! !" & dirty pictures Andrea gets a walk through
Mnchen with a cucumber, & those Italian men Amelia, Connie, Sanaz, & Traci get to be the
godmothers to the quintuplets. I'm having w/ N*SYNC Amelia gets to keep enjoying life
outside of uni Natalie gets a date at Royal Donut with aD-ville Christian Youth Group Boy,
and clove-secrets. I leave Sanaz meera' wardrobe & personality, & loose motions so you can
kip school whenever you want Traci gets gossip sessions while taking attendance in orchestra, ben leff, and a reminder that you are not cute, but actually look like a dog TAC chicas get
to take responsibility for future drug assemblies, leftover Halloween candy, and stories about
mr. Spezia's first sexual experiences. Kyle Barkmeier gets a feti h ball, Joe- you are a fetish
ball. Subbie girls get to carry on the candygram tradition in the name of SWAT. SWAT rules!
Eva gets all the hot guys at uni dances. Ayesha, (my girl drew) gets four years to rule the
school, the lounge and elevator, & the front seat. Remember, I have the cutest one!! And
finally, I leave uni very happily.
Me, Nick Sansone, being of ound mind and buff body, give this stuff to these folks. Rose: pies
and lead roles. Val: "the li t." Jocelyn: alutes and "bu fun ." Melissa: hallucinogenic face
masks and CPCTC. Maria: sick roosters to keep her up all night. Steph gets Staph and "where
are we?" Tal: punkins and Dana Nye. Doug: chicken, an ethnic stereotype, and thanks for
being a great buddy. Ruth: many hugs and my unending love. Emilia finally gets some pizza,
along with trees to kick and an almo t-kiss. Alisa: a new sakana, and Student Productions.
Leslie: alien noises. Nicola: 14BW's future. Kate and Anita: lotsa blood. Alex M.: a piece of
my heart, as well as some potatoes and spivvines . Karen: mad props for being an awesome
mess. Aurora: a tree to live in and a big mile. Madeline: a participation point. Emily Buss:
swift hand motions. Sensei: a tsubou and a SANADAMUSHI. Debbie: many thanks and selfllickenvelopes. Lisa: my love and thanks. EM: my heartfelt thanks for helping me grow. I also
!hank all of my other past teachers, especially Sally, Sensei, RL, and BS. It's been real, but I'm
gone now. Never take things too seriou ly. Live the dream!
LBenjamin John Sapp, being of extremely lean mind and body, give all my material and
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unmaterial possesion to the following persons: To John P, my little brother, goes the hatchback, the sapples, a back- tabbing, soccer captainship, and the continuation of Uni' Sapp
legacy. To Scott, my littler brother, goes the realization that he is not as cool as he thinks,
llitney pears, and a vietnamese pot-bellied pig. To Matt Sutton goes a lifetime supply of
change for the vending machine, Madden200 1 and many more years in Mississippi with Jack
md Dan and everyone else. To Amit goes Investment Club, and a partnership in any good
Idea either of us has (dotcorns, soft-porn, etc.) To Tal goes a brawl where I break my wrist. To
Joe Ciolli goes a ynthetic skeleton that won't break during soccer season. To Devin goes a
horrible death from choking on a worm. To Doug goes a girl of his own. To Jake and Stichter
goes a number one hit for their band and lots of groupies. To jazz band goes perfect attendance. To the soccer team goes sapples, and victory over Mahomet, forever. To the Gargoyle
goes something interesting to write about. To the school goes Jess rules, and the in titution of
Rick Murphy as Vice Principal. John Orland gets exactly half of everything, as promised. To
everyone else I "forgot": you're obviou ly not cool enough to get anything.
LMatthew Schiel, being of sound, bla bla bla, leave all the following worthless things to the
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iollowing people. First, to Ty, I leave some more of Kathryn's great music and only the memory
Jfthose loud Carl-screams and weird locker room conversations. To Ray, I leave a shave and
~me non-pathetic actual lab equipment. To Beesley, some limp biscuit tickets and orne
ues. The duty of driving the guys to soccer practice I pass to Marshak. I leave a lifetime
iUpply of Jimmy John's day old bread to Isserman. To Andy Seth, I leave the gift of Barry
White's voice. To Alex Mitchell, I leave a new PD and some bug pray. To Ligia, I leave Jason
with long hair again. To Mr. B, I leave a potles lounge (don't hold your breath). To Sanaz,
:ake care of Spanish club. To Matty, a ports page with a lifesize picture of you on the front.
\nd to everyone else, just the following advise: don't worry, be happy.
LSusan Sefranek, of grandmotherly mind and body do hereby bequeath the following:To
~icole (who WILL play) and Cranny I give an awesome year of soccer. Ian's little brother gets
D know who let the dogs out. To Laura I give a Book. Someone gets Japan club. Sen ei gets
1genuine pair of devil pants. Roxanne gets a handsome profes ional massusse. Mr. Sutton
gets a break in the separation of Church and State for once. The oldest subbie gets a little more
:ime to revel in immaturity than everyone else in his clas . Bergie gets a class full ofWeissmans,
.md Mrs. Laughlin gets the best disciplined teacher award. Everyone gets a batch of butter:w-s and the knowledge that I AM Catholic.
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l Meera Sekar, being of fashionably clothed, petite body, leave the following ... To everyone,
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aGIANT FETISH BALL, pink. leg warmers, and purity. To the triumvirate, I bequeath sunny

ndays, fender benders, and C-Love. To the B-Club boys, I relinqui h Alf and leave you with

I, Shap, leave the following to the Uni High teacher's & staff. First to Sutty, a 420 page Seminar paper & a functioning hip. To Barb an excuse actually signed by one of my parents not
forged during second period. To Ray, I leave a clean sink in order for the best bong water
possible. I leave clean sinks To Coach Beesley, two more baby boy's to make Uni's future
starting five. And now to all my little bitches: To Tom, I leave a prude sister & one without
vision problems. To Love, I leave Tom's left arm & 10 years of the first lottery pick for the
Bulls, have fun with that. To Little Sutty, Devin & Noah I leave pitching ability in order to
keep baseball team going. To Flynn I leave a full season on the basketball team. To Joe I leave
Mike Sirotka & Phil Doe's left testicle. To lvaason I leave a full lunch & a spare tire. To Connie
I leave a Brown education, & a trip to Athens for the 2004 olympics. To Devin I leave the sac
of Tele & the game of Casper. And to the rest @#$% you, @#$% you, @#$% you, your
cool, I'mout.
I, Elizabeth Mary Cecilia Irene Slattery, being of highly opinionated mind and highly-soughtafter body, do hereby bequeath the following: Dr. J-we did it our way! Beez-that crazy homeless guy, 'cause he plays for the Celtics. Mr. Garvey-the respect of a gypsy! Mr.B-laughs and
exceptional taste in music. T-shirt-my complete trust-something very rarely earned. Lisa- take
Richard Simmons as a small token of my esteem. Murphy, you've been like a 2nd father, or an
unruly child, depending on the situation, and I love you for both. Madame R, peach melbas
forever! Mr. Stone-keep touching your students lives. Mr. Russel-someday I will remember
my geometry and algebra so I can do your calc! Mr. Sutton-conservative morals and liberal
actions! Ms. Bant-you are and angel and I think! might mi s you most of all. Emily Buss-all
the Sinatra she can handle. Hertzog-my marriage proposal still stands! Slichter-all the garbage
they play on the radio. Hannah and Suraiya-hugs and backstage gossip. Leslie-props for putting up the the creative writing seniors. Guy and Maayan-remember when you made the
Russian sub cry? Nicola, you will save the world. Evan- sweet sweet strawberry kisses. Tobya running partner. Ernilia-a Catholic-Girl-Kis . LeSueur, so we have a SFAC update? Melissa gets to be as sweet as he always is (Thanx). Alex-my old Interlochen nostalgia. Andreaone mad bitch-fest after another. Maria-he's your lobster! (and planter's cheese puffs). Doug-a
crazy british accent and an opened door(awww). KT-Camp T and, of course, nude pies of
Rob. Zech-l'd leave you St. Matt's, but who wants it? Thanks for restoring my sanity on, oh-somany occasions. Noah, why the hell couldn't you do lights?! Kate-a knowing smile from
across the room on any and all high notes. Simsy-my Jove and prayers _always_. Hugh, you
make me smile more times a day than I can count, you're one in a million-how 'bout some
cookies? Robert A., if you'll be my bodyguard, I can be your long lost pal-l leave you the
knowledge that you are a really great guy, and an apology because I have nothing cool and
precious enough to leave to you.
I, Melinda Bethany Taub, being of sound mind and body, do leave, thank goodness. To Alex,
Hannah and anyone else who cares I leave our theatre or lack thereof. To Toby and Emilia I
leave 15 minutes of Jewel-bashing. To the class of '02 I leave SparkNotes, the silent om, and
a class trip to Paxton. To my french subbies, I leave 6 inches of growth and my empty verb
book. Finally, to next year's subbies I leave a detailed chart of all the scandals that will befall
them in the next five years so they can sort out who hates who from the beginning.
I, Rachel Walsh, being of possibly sound mind and body, do leave the following items to the
following people. To Nicola, I leave a ferret duster, a purple Mighty Morphin' Physics Ranger's
suit, and a romantic summer fling that doesn't fail miserably. I'll vote for you when you run for
president in 40 years! To my sister, I leave the fierce Pookie-Poof Fluffy Butt, feta, and a
scholarship to Vagabond University. Also, don't be too mean to sweet Koo! To Connie, I
leave a new boyfriend, a beam routine that scores as well as it deserves, and a dream job as a
choreographer. To future Field Bio classes, I leave trips to Taco Bell, Dairy Queen, and gas
station candy counters. And finally, thank you to all my teachers (especially Mr. Stone and Mr
B) and everyone else for five memorable years at Uni.

L Daniel Weissman, do hereby keep everything for myself, you vultures.
I, Matthew Marshall Woodbury, being of New Zealand (Kiwi) mind and soft, pulpy body do
hereby leave the following things to sundry people. Evan gets a non-leak ice bag and some
"tuh "; Tal gets a big friendly HI TAL! & a kick in the booty. My lovely Latin I class gets to
drive the Happy Wagon; John Orland gets a map to Busey Woods and orne body fa~ The
guys cross-country team finally gets at- hirt and the best of luck for next season. Coach Doug
gets an orange Tennessee blimp filled with assorted Krispy Kreme doughnuts. I will the Fireside Bowl and some crowbars to the enior class. Nafisah and Laura get my apologies for
killing UMEC and a happier future for next year. I will all future Seminar classes Cy Tao's
ability to "kick the *ahem* out of career politicians." Nicola gets a pre-packaged senior trip,
complete with chaperones, permission slips. Mr. Stone gets a walking, talking fetal pig and
lots of insect songs. Somebody lucky will inherit a large bag of chalk. Barb and Ellen receive
many thanks for finding my glasses subbie year. Lisa and Debbie get another not-quite-asawesome bunch of PCC to harass and goad. Many thanks to those students, faculty, and staff
who make Uni the delightful place that it i . And remember, "Don't worry, be happy!"
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Subbie Year
Orientation and Lake of the Woods. Mrs. Wysocki, random dashes across the board, grades based
favoritism, and the prostitution debate. Omar Sharif and "Gouge out the eyes and rip out the belly!" . . . . . . ..,_.,
is clueless, but funny ("money, money, money"). Secret HoPst}. Cutting Edge. Bridges, Bullet Glue,
being stuck to ourselves/each other/desks/etc. Do scientists ;eheat? Wil4 Life Prairie Park and
Tracy--"Where are your chaperones?" The Warriner• Song. Our first Bc;>neyard cleanup. Mter
elections, angry girls form SWAT. The Brave Little Toaster. Bx-Uni students return to steal stuff on
third floor, and Kelly reports it to the police. Baskin Robbins trip even though it's snowing and 'h"A.:.I"71I'IU
Whitney a-ves for orida, and Gillian throws her a going away p~.Uni 75th anniversary, the
Hop an Capt@.in Rat. Book Stealing. Snake gets loose in school. Ryan Stoia pulls a knife on Uhic in
mM la 1b mail proble~ lo s of email privil g~s, and the emaU assembly. The Pra' ·e Plot. necliKI• I
Babies ~eera~ushes Gillia intc die chees mt. •tney returns to visit. Ben B. ants to know why
·
out of
·
·
"Truth or
" tent in PR Waters of Babylon. Ms. Morris goes
,..
b
.,enee. Dances and die train! Our fir t lock-in, and Mr. Zu
ut

UJ Chicago. We
an Queen of th

middle of year. Jenny throws a party. Half the school out due to the Flu Epidemic. Russian program will be
cut. Our second Lock-in!
Couples: Laila x Chas. Bekah x Chas. Kathryn x Peter Brokish. Melinda x Kelly. Ilina x David Love.
Liese/ x Errol Packard. Chas x Jenn Iversen. Charles x Crystal. Matt x Ruth.

Junior¥ear
We lose Morgan. The school ets TP' d again. Construction on the U of I "Campus Chiller" project and
Matthews entrance is blocked. US history ID' s and journals. Swing with Mrs. Laughlin. Hours of Calcus homework begin. ew ending machine that turns. Ray's trivial phy ics/calculus class. A yo adoration
gin . Baseball teamlries to outdo one another with their pranks. Mr. B nominated for a national history
teacher award, and we write him a letter of recommendation. Mascot and shortnened period debates. RAD
(wttb officer Tony) teaches us how to ay "N !",Poetry writing with Ms. Laughlin. Martin takes
re and more phot Habitat and the lette ?''. ick S idecides not to take Calc AP, but is signed up fQJi'
it by Mrs. Jockusch abyways. PDA. Midsummer Night's Dream Prom at the Urbana Country Club, ev
with incomplete wall . Matt W. and Beth are crowned prince and princess. Several perfect SAT/ACT
ores. We get 2 Japanes e Change students, Aya and M~~
Couples: Melinda x Kelly. Fatl!li'.X Daniel Weissman. Charle x G~~eth x JO!tk. Eithan x Kim. Shap
x Connie. Chas x Jenrz Iversen. Jenny x Charles Terry. Matt x Ruth. Je
~ Afatt Harrington. Kathryn x
Mike Enloe. Jan x Kate. Jason x Ligia. Galen Ariel Zodhiates. Ty x Me ~diih

Senior Year
lose Ty and Ryoko and Tom goes to Italy. The sc
rdy policy and the ensuing debate and revision of the tar policy. Remodeled classrooms. Mr. B' s
lass, World Since 1945. hn gets hit by a car. Springfield Avenue car accidents peak. No o e rea
e King's Men, maybe they were too busy finishing notec s. Ray tells us to "tum
e
nd "don't be sorry, just shut up," and shows us his "bong." Physics B/C is the coo st las
'sing" our cla song aad walk out of the last "surprise'' w· er party. Harrison Ford comes to ......"".__
alf the class a pli~ to Harvard and/or Brown, almost all are deferred. Class trip to Chicago:
City, Navy Pier,
n St., the El, John Hancock, an attempt to go clubbing. SSO and Ms. Morl
up as KISS for
loween. The wunge is so gross tbat
~. resigns as lou.nge sponsor ... twic '
sion" 2000 and G g&W. Bush gets "elected". Girl~
;in "Hooter's" outfits and w'-'""'~Mid.'!-'~~~.... JOO....., ,
shorts. Shap's natural tate in his boxers. Survival
fUels new reruity
likeIsland. More than
class -s a· onal
't
and peop}e
we're me~n1an[esr
ever. School is
11 :00 after a huge
ty bto
beat up Cu .
stitches jn the bac
S~.
the Mac Lab do
one abou it.
siQ
Jason cuts his
Senioritis. Agora
WYSE. Habitat an
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Congratulations Class of 2001!

Mike and Marv Slanerv
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Philipp, Anthony 13, 80
Pleck, Dan 74, 76
Plewa, Diane 19, 20, 21 , 23 , 26, 110, 128
Pollock, Henry 18, 26, 36, 66, 86, 71
Polychronopoulos, Katerina 40, 74, 129
Porreca, Dave 17, 60
Portis, Eric 18, 30, 32, 33, 111
Powers, Ted 60
Prell, Jimmy 20, 21 , 22, 23 , 26, 110, 130
Prochaska, Natalie 21 , 40, 49, 74, 124
Proctor, Hillary 20, 22, 27, 66, 86

Q
Qi, Tianyu 18, 19, 26, 27, 42, 43 , 74
Quirk, Margaret 26, 36, 66, 87

R
Ragan, Robin 33
Ragheb, Adam 24, 25 , 26, 42, 43, 111, 112G
Rashid, Suraiya 19, 22, 40, 41, 80
Ratcliffe, Robert 36, 67 , 87
Reeves, Galen 11 , 17, 19, 25, 29, 42, 43 , 32, 110, 112,
112F, 130

Renner, Andrew 4, 18, 36, 87
Reutter, Kathleen 20, 21, 46, 74, 76
Ridenour, Barbara 22, 60
Ritz, Eithan 17, 19, 22, 28, 110, 112
Robinson, Abraham 26, 87
Rose, Lucie 11, 19, 80, 83
Ross, Jocelyn 23, 26, 29, 46, 87, 122
Ross, Valerie 18, 21, 27, 74
Roth, Casey 26, 28, 36, 87, 71
Russell, Craig 61
Rydberg, Joe 45

s
Saied, Ayesha 26, 67, 87
Saied, Laila
13, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 32, 110, 112,
112G, 131
Sands, Ben 4, 27, 87
Sansone, Nick 6, 19, 22, 24, 27, 93, 111, 112A, 112E,
112F,
Sapp, Ben 11, 17, 25, 26, 45, 54, 111, 112A, 112E, 124
Sapp, John 45, 74, 76

Savignac, Mark 10, 42, 43, 74
Schein, Stevie 5, 27, 28, 46, 47, 74
Schiel, Matt 18, 20, 23, 26, 44, 45, 111, 112A, 112E,
112F
Schnuer, Max 26, 73, 74
Schwenk, Kelly 11, 27, 28, 80
Sefranek, Susan 18, 38, 39, 54, 112B, 112E, 112F, 112H
Sekar, Meera 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 112B
Seth, Andy 45, 48, 75, 76
Sha, Emily 4, 18, 26, 27, 36, 87, 71
Shanks, Anna 20, 26, 30, 85, 87
Shapiro, Dan 11, 17, 32, 90, 112B, 112H
Sheikh, Nafisah 19, 21, 22, 26, 27, 80, 83
Shenk, Barbara 30
Shenk, Eli Otto 23, 26, 75
Shih, Gerry 26, 45, 74, 75
Shriver, Runelle 10, 61, 62
Simpson, Shawn 20, 30, 40, 41, 54, 87
Sims, David 20, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 32, 87, 89, 92
Slattery, Beth 6, 19, 22, 27, 28, 112C, 112H, 112E
Slichter, David 19, 26, 42, 80
Smith, Greg 61
Smith, Katie 16, 26, 27, 46, 47, 49, 87, 89, 122
Smith, Molly 26, 36, 87, 70
Smith, Nick 13, 45, 48, 81, 83
Smith, Rachel 16, 20, 32, 49, 50, 87, 124
Smith, Sara 19, 29, 37, 80, 81, 83
Socie, Michael 26, 48, 75, 76
Solter, Ravi 44, 45, 75, 76
Sonka, Teresa 10, 27, 40, 41, 54, 75
Spelke, Dawn 19, 26, 36, 87
Spezia, Gary 22, 48, 32, 61
Steinberg, Sasha 23, 28, 73, 75
Stolarsky, David 11, 48, 75, 76
Stone, David 61, 63
Sudharshan, Amit 25, 48, 87, 92, 95
Sudharshan, Sangita 10, 10, 18, 24, 28, 49, 50, 81
Sun, Frances 18, 26, 27, 46, 80, 81, 90
Suslick, Adele 21, 61
Sutton, Bill 21, 24, 61, 62, 63
Sutton, Matt 16, 24, 43, 32, 33, 81
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Wraight, Sebastian 48, 79, 81
Wysocki, Barbara 62, 63

y
Yannelis, Co ti 23, 25 , 42, 43, 81

z

Of ZOO
Suzuki, Kazuko 12
Sylvia, Madeline 5, 37, 38, 39, 78, 81

T
Tarr, Chaela 19, 21 , 23 , 26, 33, 46, 47, 93, 95, 112C,
112G
Taub, Melinda 6, 19, 22, 112C, 112E

v
Vaidya, Mukta 10, 27, 49, 75
VanBuren, Leslie 5, 22, 80, 81
VanKim, Nicole 10, 20, 36, 87
Vuong, Jeff 44, 45, 75

w
Wah, Catherine 10, 23 , 27 , 49, 75, 124
Wah, Elaine 10, 23 , 27 , 49, 75
Walczewski, Sarah 10, 26, 27 , 37, 49, 81
Walker, Sally 49, 54, 61
Walsh, Emily 10, 37, 49, 74, 75, 76, 124
Walsh, Rachel 19, 22, 28 , 112D, 130
Wang, Angela 37, 87, 95
Wang, Jie 10, 18, 23 , 24, 87
Warfel, Abby 21 , 61
Warren, Chris 61
Wauthier, Connie 18, 24, 32, 87, 88, 89, 92, 131
Weilmuenster, Paul 4, 60
Weinberg, Ma' ayan 46, 47, 75 , 127
Weissman, Daniel 18, 22, 23, 25 , 112D
Weissman, Jon 16, 32, 45 , 81
Wells, Audrey 22, 33, 61 , 62, 63
Wentling, Kimberly 21 , 40, 41 , 75, 76
West-Williams, Cassiette 62
White, Mark 18, 36, 67, 87
Wiegel, Josephine 27, 87
Wingo, Lauren 25, 87
Woodbury, Matt
19, 21, 23 , 24, 28, 32, 43, 54, 93 , 95 , 112D
128
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Zech, John 18, 21 , 22, 23 , 28 , 87, 89, 95 , 127
Zodhiates, Alexandra 19, 31 , 40, 41 , 87
Zukoski, Andrew 18, 36, 66, 87, 71
Zuo, Daniel 26, 36, 67, 87
Zych, Maria 18, 22, 23 , 24, 87, 88, 131
Zych, Noah 16, 18, 22, 23, 25 , 26, 28, 44, 45 , 87
Zych, Veronica 37, 49, 50, 81 , 83
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(l-r, t-b) Sarah sits and ponders what
kinds of crazy drills Sally have in store
at practice; Gillian shows that Spring
Cleaning is not out of the question for
her; Chris and Jimmy blow stuff up in
Uni gym; Galen relaxes and shows off
his bare feet in the lounge; Rachel is
very, very flexible, ouch that's got to hurt.
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(l-r, t-b) Disney characters aren't
supposed to show that much skin, are
they ?; Watch out, Ann andMeera are out
to get someone; Chang poses for the
"Stud of the Month" catalog; The dance
team has a great time peiforming for us
at the Winter Surprise Party; Laila does
some tough work in the cafeteria while
Yong-Bee flashes us his beautiful pearly
whites.
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- - - . . . arewell

me looking little
me the photographer
me the swimmer?
my
cat the editor in chief
o many hours in the Mac Lab. Pondering, staring ... wondering why "chabzzzzz" is written on the Mac Lab blackboard. Wonder·ng why it survived from the first parent-teacher conference all the way to fourth quarter. So much time spent trying to match the
mount of work done right before a deadline with an exponential curve. So much time spent despising RevRDist. So much time
pent watching others mindlessly explore amihotornot.com. So many laughs I got from watching yearbook staffers scatter when
easley throws his keys. So many Photoshop and Pagemaker teaching sessions I slept through. Such a pain that bent Yearbook
pabinet is. So many dividers I made ... jeez. So many reasons why Macs are better than PeeCees. So many re-dos, rejects,
updates, corrections, overhauls, tweaks, duplicates, errors, typos, layouts, proofs, zip disks. So much paper printed out, white
pace left, time spent doing other things. It's amazing we get this thing done. Wait! No it isn't. This all went as planned, we had
a covered the whole time. Jeez, what would you do if we hadn't come through? Signed napkins?
~-- This w ol
ing t
ol thing i h rd, I quit -- has Conway
my ride
my favorite bio teacher
my hardworking yearbook helpers

You give 100 percent in the first half
of the game, and if that isn't enough, in
the second half you give what's left.
-Yogi Berra

See ya next year. Noah Zych
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I've finished my five years! On to college
I go. Don't worry about me mom and
dad. Love you Melissa. And thanks to all
my friends, and teachers. Cya.
-Fanzi
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At the same time that students were signing yearbooks, Henry Pollock was competing at the Scripps-Howard National Spelling Bee in Washington, DC. Before the picnic was over, the gym was left with a lot of pop spills, a few more scuff marks, a
bunch of lost pens, and Henry had tied for 3rd place.
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This year 's Spring play was George and Ira
Gershwin's "Crazy For You." The show,
directed by Barbara Ridenour, ran for three
nights-- April 5th, 6th, and 7th, with two
shows on the 6th. When Bobby Child (YangBee Lim) is rejected after his audition for
Bela Zangler's (Nick Sansone) Follies, his
fiancee, Irene Roth (Kristi Emilsson), and
mother, Lottie Child (Emilia Garvey), fight
over him-- one wanting marriage, the other
wanting him to join the bank. He joins the
bank and goes to Deadrock, Nevada to
repossess the Gaiety Theatre, owned by Polly
Baker (Beth Slattery), for unpaid mortgage
bills. When Bobby arrives, he falls in love
with Polly and realizes that all she needs is
to raise money by putting on a show.
However, Polly doesn't trust him-- she also
discovers that he's the one who 's trying to
take her theatre. Bobby dresses up as Zangler
and persuades the dancing girls to put on a
show-- he also wins Polly's love. However,
the show flops and the real Zangler shows
up and everything falls apart. When Zangler
is persuaded to finance the theatre, Bobby
realizes that he's not needed and returns to
New York. However, Polly realizes that she
does love Bobby, so she goes after him, just
as Bobby comes back to Nevada. The
musical ends with Bobby and Polly finally
finding each other and everything ends
happily.
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(l- r, t-b) Bobby (Yong-Bee Lim) and Zangler (Nick Sansone) stare drunkenly
at each other; Polly (Beth Slattery) poses after ''just dancing"; Irene "Naughty
Baby" Roth (Kristi Emilsson) has Lank (Kelly Digges) in her clutches.

Big Show

2001

This year's Big Show featured an unusually small cast of 13, but was
still funny as ever. Highlights included a new twist on "The Real
World," a video skit: "Boys Being Bad," many jokes played on Bruce
(Carl Broadbent), and a suspenseful game of Dungeons and Dragons.
Musical acts included Skye Isard and Jacob Hertzog & Company.

(l-r, t-b) Natalie listens to Alex's speech; Bob reads us a classic (or
at least attempts to); .. .and the bunny and the clown lived happily
ever after; Doug tells Eithan his troubles; Rivkah unleashes her
rage on Portis; a riveting game of Dungeons and Dragons; the
pathetic cartoon character contest.

(l-r, t-b) Jenny and Andrea can 't wait until class is finally over; The
whole group smiles farewell to Uni for the last time; Ben Leff says,
"Ha, and you thought I'd never graduate; " Masha, Matt, Eric and
Fanzi celebrate with stickers on their cheeks; Triplets Gillian, Laila
and Katherine flash million-dollar smiles; Ian, Galen and Ben brave
the great couch jungle in the lounge; Mr. Murphy discusses the plan for
the Disorientation Picnic as Jimmy thinks about the clarinet; Ragheb
and Melinda are cheery, unaware ofBalint's wrath brewing behind them.
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(l-r, t-b) Amelia, Sanaz Abby and Natalie relax
and drink their post-race Powerade; Alison liss
and herfather lead the search party for Caitlin;
Mrs. Morford, the little engine, says "I think I
can, I think I can;" Mrs. Laughlin smiles as she
slyly passes up Mr. Band some unknown person;
Mr. Sutton clears the rugged trail of Broadway
Ave.; Merffills infor Sally and starts the walkers;
the track helpers wait in the walk chute; Erin
and Maddie, too tired to stand, enjoy the sunlight
and each others' company; Toby strains near
the end ofthe race; Well would YOU look happy
ifyoujustran3.1 miles?;andthey'reo.ff!.; Jake
says: "faster, driver! I want some more juice!"
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This year the Boys' Track and Field
team had a great season despite the
fact that no one placed in the State
Meet. Early in the season the
4x800 won the title at the St.
Joseph Spartan Classic and placed
2nd at the News Gazette Honor
Roll. The relay missed the State
cut by one place when they
finished 3rd at Sectionals. CoCaptain Galen Reeves was very
successful as an individual runner
throughout the season, missing the
State cut by only 0.7 seconds in the
1600 meter run. According to
senior Zhubin Gahvari, the season
was still very successful. "This
year was the most fun I've ever
had. Entering the season with the
people we lost to graduation and
still accomplishing what we did
was just amazing."

(l-r, t-b) Marc makes sure he doesn 't pull
any muscles; Boyd grabs his ear in pain
and stamps his foot; Tim charges down
the home stretch with a really mean look
on his fa ce; Tim, Galen, Ian and David
get pumped for their meet.
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(l-r, t-b) Asst. Coach Orlando Arroyo, Asst. Coach Chris Warren, Tianyu Qi, Will Griscom,
Nick Smith, John Sapp, Rio Nishimura, John Orland, Evan Cording, Chris Breault, Nick Gaoler,
Eugene Ashton-Gonzalez, Andrew Zukoski, Ashwin Kumar, Marc Savignac, David Slichter,
Head Coach Doug Mynatt, Tim Miller; Guy Bresler, Ben Olsen, Zhubin Gahvari, Jason Boyd,
Galen Reeves, Matt Woodbury, Ian Orland, Eric LeSueur; Ethan Chew.

(l-~ t-b) Assista~t Co~ch Orla~do Arroyo, Assistant Coach Chris Warren, Ligia DeRose,
Pnya lyer, Katze Smzth, Natalze Prochaska, Ruth Miller, Shawn Simpson, Helen Miller,
Nicola Bunick, Head Coach Doug Mynatt, Meera Patel, Roxanne Chow, Clarabelle
DeVries, Ellen Martinsek, Nicole Betenia, Ma'ayan Bresler, Hannah Imlay.

The 2001 Girls' Track and Field team
had a great season. They placed second at their frrst outdoor meet at PBL
and were only 6 points out of second
place at the GCMS invitational. As an
exciting season-ender, senior Ruth
Miller and freshman Hannah Imlay
both went to State, competing in the
mile and the 2-mile runs, respectively.
Even with all the winning, they still had
time to have fun. In the words of Ligia
DeRose, "We made a lot of friends and
really bonded as a team."

(l-r, t-b) Natalie and Nicola practice their
handoffs; Priya pushes it out; Hannah
rushes the baton to the next person at top
speed; Ruth is ahead ofthe pack; Clarabelle
and Hannah worship Ma 'ayan, the
dandelion goddess.
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(l-r, t-b) Michelle Byrne, Varun Chalivendra, Emily Walsh, Andrea Goodall, Jennifer
Bartlett, Joanna Cranston, Coach Bill DeJarnette, Sangita Sudharshan, Veronica
Zych, Leslie Van Buren, Ilina Kuriashkina, Dasha Nikolaeva, Catherine Wah, Janaki
Patel, Lucie Rose, Ayesha Choudhury, Laila Saied, Susan Sefranek, Sarah
Walczewski, Katherine Lamb, Melinda Taub, Elaine Wah, Kate Causeman, Madeline
Sylvia, Erin Bazar, Sara Smith, Laura Eckstein, Teresa Sonka, Mukta Vaidya, Ann
Murdoch, Anna Abrams, Pamela Machala. Not pictured: Stephanie Crofts, Kate
Murphy, Rachel Smith.

The Girls' Soccer team fmished the season with the best record in school
history, 6-12. Throughout the season, they improved immensely and had
many close games. They lost to Warrensburg-Latham in their first Regional game in a sudden death shoot-out. Next year's season should be a
good one, due to the many talented youngsters and seasoned veterans who
will be returning.

(l-r, t-b) Gillian and her awesome defense
are here to save the day!; Look at those
buff varsity players, ready to stop
anything; Teresa and Janaki attack from
every angle, looking for a goal; Leslie
and Maddie fight to get the ball cleared;
"Ladies, that was outSTANDing!"
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(1-r, t-b) Assistant Coach Bill Sutton, John Flynn, Adam Ragheb, Dan Shapiro, Matt
Sutton, Noah Zych, John Murdoch, Daniel Grinols, Head Coach Ken Webb, Naresh
Jegadesh, Daniel Atherton, Devin Kinney, Ben Leff, Andy Seth, David Stolarsky.

The 2001 Uni High baseball season was an unusual one. Even
though the team's numbers were
down and they had no home field
for games or practice, Uni finished
the season with a 9-8 record. Led
by seniors Dan Shapiro and Ben
Leff, the team kept together and the
showed that they really can compete. They pounded St. Thomas
More 16-2 and Shapiro threw
Uni's first ever no-hitter versus
Judah in one of the team's few varsity games.

(l-r, t-b) Dan thinks about his home
run. Wait, did Shap hit a home run?;
Matt and Ben discuss the opposing
pitcher; Murdoch and Flynn enjoy the
game. Wait, does John Flynn play
baseball?; Devin 's got home run
power, Sure; Noah and the ump watch
the play develop in front of them.
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PRESENTS ....
Madrigals~ Orchestra~ Chorus

(l-r, t-b) Mr. Murphy pounds away before
the concert starts; nice bow tie Carll;
Adam and the two Daves serenade the
row ofgirls in front of them; Zachary and
David feed off each other's energy;
"Blow it smallfry, blow it"; in a world of
chaos only Matt Woodbury, aka Batman,
can give the concert a Halloween twist;
say "ahhhh"; Max and Ben get to know
each other a little better; Madrigals
"make a cameo at the Val party. "
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Senior Supper 2001
On Wednesday night, May 30th, graduating seniors
enjoyed a teacher-made dinner in the first floor hallway. Afterwards, they picked handprint spots in the
lounge, and watched their subbie year drama videos.

(l-r, t-b) Carl, Ilina, and others enjoy their dinner; The seniors
enjoy their subbie year drama videos; Ben Sapp enjoys his
first kiss ... (from Ben Leff); Anu and Ayesha smile for the
camera; Tara is very happy to be putting her handprint up;
Gillian, Laila, and Meera share a few last special moments.
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Prom2001

This year's prom was an "Unforgettable" experience. Held
at the beautifully decorated Urbana Country Club, everyone
who attended was decked out in their fanciest dresses and
tuxes - even duct tape! Eric Portis and Tara Alan were
crowned King and Queen, and Alex Mitchell and Ruth Miller
were Prince and Princess. Post-prom activities included fun
at Jenny Bartlett's house, cosmic bowling at Arrowhead, and
breakfast at Chaela Tarr 's house for anyone who could stick
it out that long.

Opposite page (l-r, t-b) The Royal Family
poses for pictures; Beth and Murdoch show
their million-dollar smiles; Carl prefers
visors; Ian and Kate love to boogie; Tal is
too shy to face his coolness. This page (l-r,
t-b) Chang, Weissman, A yo and Gabe awe
the crowd and act like gentleman; Andrea
and Maria use each other to do tricep pushups; Shap and Connie are soooo cute;
Susan and Joanna are very glad to be
friends; Balint the Razz-Matazz uses his
suspenders wisely to keep his pants up
while he breakdances upside down.
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(l-r, t-b) Five new grads pose with Sensei; Ayo, looking studly
as usual; Gillian walks down the aisle; Anu and Ayesha are
happy it's all over; Nick raises the roof; Carol and Ms. Sus lick
share a warm handshake; The graduation choir peiformsfor
the sellout crowd at graduation.
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(1-r, t-b) Ben leads the pack; 6 graduating
girls are all grins; /!ina and Mr. Sutton
engage in a final handshake in
celebration of a great five years; The
senior graduation choir soloists; Chas
eagerly awaits receiving his diploma and
getting home to work with his laptop;
Senior Class president Woodbury faces
a difficult task before addressing the
audience, "Which mic?"
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Yearbook Corrections
fu this year's Yearbook, there were several unfortunate errors. We,. the YearQook staff, would like to apologize for these
errors and have taken steps to ensure that they will not occur again.

The following seniors' names were misspelled:

Ayodeji Adesida

Kristi Emilsson

Zhubin Gahvari

Yong-Bee Lim

Matthew Schiel

Due to a file error, Nick Lowry's
senior picture was omitted.

Omitted baby photos of Janaki Patel
(left) and Kelly
Digges (right).
Senior Class Officers with corrected titles: (l-r) Ayesha
Choudury (Secretaryffreasurer), MattWoOObury (President), &dlel Walsh (Vice President).
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